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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION
Today, in an era of constantly improving technology and increasingly
competitive jobmarkets, entry level engineers and technical teachers need tobe
competent and versatile inthe use ofcomputers for statistical process control (SPG).
SPCis concerned withmany aspects ofplantdesign and operation. Therefore, to
understand SPC one should first understand process control. According to
MoUenkamp onewould not be ableto come upwith a shortdefinition ofprocess
control. Some explanations thatMoUenkamp suggested for the meaning ofprocess
control are:
- Keeping industrial processes at acceptable tolerance levels to
maintain precision.
- Keeping industrialprocessesat their most efficientoperating levels
according to a specified standard.
- Preventing undesirable conditions in the process.
- Displaying information for plant operators*, supervisors* and
management's decision maidng processes so that they can keep the
industrial process running safely and efficiently (MoUenkamp
1984).
Statistical process control is the gathering of data fi'oma process, analysis of
the data by various statistical methods, and givingfeedback to the process. The
coUection, an^ysis and presentation of the data can be done more quickly,
efficiently and accurately using the computer than by hand.
Theuse ofcomputers inprocess control was initiated about30years ago
(Sinimonds 1987). The first practical computer process control systems were
utilized in theearly 1970s (Miller 1987). Applications were restricted to centralized
minicomputers which monitored a large number ofprocesses, then recorded and
displayed this information. Thegreatest and most significant advances have been
the tise ofmicrocomputers to bothcollect andanalyze information simultaneously,
and quickly give graphical and tabular information to the operator.
Thepractice ofprocess control in the industrial and technical fields is
imdergoing rapid technological change. The availability of inexpensive
microcomputers that are powerful and capable ofmanipulating complex
mathematical formulas make its use for sophisticated control algorithmsnot only
possible but economically necessary. It isnow evident thatgraduating engineers and
technical teachers need to be competent in the area of statistical process control.
Hassler and Mumme (1983) at the Universityof Maine at Orono stated :
"Unfortunately, the supply of competentprocesscontrol engineers
lags far behind the demands produced by the available technology and
potential applications" (p. 24).
One method of gaining suchcompetence is from real-time practical
experience in the school. According to Koppel and Sullivan, textbooksand lectures
are not the best mechanisms for teaching students how to deal with real-time
changes in a real plant (Koppel & Sullivan, 1986). A study done byBuxton at
Teesside Polytechnic, Middlesbrough, United Kingdom (Buxton, 1985) found that
teaching programmes witha substantial proportion ofpractical experience on a
computer system, coupled with live demonstrations of on-line computer control,
stimulate considerable interest from the students, who are readily able to relate to
these practical situations.
A real-time process is an actual operation that gives true information, not
simulated or estimated data. If a computer is used to collect data on temperature
changeswithin a process, analyze the data, and send feedback to the process to
adjust for high or low temperatures, this is said to be a real-time process. However,
if the data were generated by the computer usingsome simulation method,,then the
process is not real-time. A real-time process could be controlled by either
mainframe computers, minicomputers or microcomputers.
There is now an abundance of microcomputers that are capable of collecting
millions of data points and related information, analyzing the data, and recording
statistical data in tabular form. Byusing special hardware and software
configurations, microcomputers can be used to collect data and give instant and
continuous real-time analysis and display of data. It is even possible to have
interface devices which perform on-line control of the processes.
At present, most commercially available instructional packages that are
related to process control emphasize:
1. The collection of data by simulation, historical methods, or empirical
study and
2. Thehuman transportation ofdata to thecomputer and transformation
of data intographical presentations using different software packages.
To the author's knowledge, there isnosoftware package for the industrial
technology teacher or industrial engineer that includes a real-time statistical process
control (Koppel &Sullivan, 1986; Williams &Tarrer. 1986). Consequently, this
package provides a tool thatcan beused as instructional material for real-time
statistical process control.
Statement of the Problem
Statistical process control has become a subject ofmore importance in recent
years both in industries and in theschools. It isofimportance in industries because:
(1) Industrial processes arebecomingmorecomplex than in thepastdue
to the demand for energyconservation, demands for tighter standards,
and different market demands.
(2) Industrial control strategies are taking advantage of the rapid
increases in computing powerand rapid decreases in computingcost,
and in schools because:
(1) Industries are demanding competent engineers and industrial
teachers with a broader scope of knowledge.
(2) The top schools are competing for the best students and the best jobs
for them.
Therefore, it is the intent of thisstudy to develop a lowcost real-time on-line
Statistical Process Control package. This package is tobeused in theDepartment of
Industrial Educationand the Department of Industrial Engineering at Iowa State
University as a tool for the teachingof SPC.
Purpose of the Study
Thepurpose of this study is todevelop amodel real-time process and
software package for teaching students statistical process control byusing the
software to analyse thedatafrom themodel real-time process. Thegoal is to equip
technical teachersand beginning engineers with both theoreticalknowledge and
practical experience in the collection, analysis and presentation ofprocess data.
This package also promotes general computer skills and anunderstanding ofthe
graphical display of statistical data, and shows how they are generated and
interpreted during a process. Since the students see the data, howit was processed,
and howthe computerresponds to changes in the process, thismethodshouldaid in
the development of the students' analytical skills.
Need for the Study
Statisticalprocess control is a difficult subject to teach because it ranges from
statistical analysis using abstract ideas such as calculations in the mathematical
formulas, to realities such as analysis of how the weight of a product is affected by
the speed of the process. AlthoughSPCis applicable to manyareas of engineering,
presently,most SPCpackages are being implementedin the chemicalengineering
area. Chemical engineering programs inseveral miiversities (Koppel &Sullivan,
1986; Karim, 1984; Luecke &lin,}Q86) have developed orutilized commercial SPC
programs for instructional purposes. These programs predominantly utilize
expensive software/hardware systems such as the IBMACS (Koppel &Sullivan,
1986). To theauthor's knowledge, no low cost (less than $500) software/hardware
packages for instructional purpose exist in the industrial technology areas. The
more costly packages thatare available require more extensive knowledge in
statistics, mathematics and industrial processes thanstudents in the target audience
of this project possess.
There is a growing need for knowledge aboutSPCin industry (Koppel &
Sullivan, 1986; Hassler & Mumme, 1983). The smdents for whichthis activity is
intended should be exposed to this area since most will enter the industrial labor
market in which these skills will be utilized.
Assumptions of the Study
The following assimiptions weremade concerning the study:
1. The componentsusedwere stable and the valueswere as stated bythe
manufacturer.
2. The computer used to developthe software was a true IBMcompatible
machine.
3. The IBM interfacing board used was a true IEEE 488 standard board.
4. Any errors introduced due to speed oftheboard or thecomputer are
negligible.
5. The areas of SPCdealt with in thispackagesufficiently cover the needs
for the level of the intended audience.
Limitations of the Study
1, The softwarewasdesigned to run onlyon IBMcompatible
microcomputers.
2, The process usedwas a modelof an industrialprocess.
3, The software was customized to run with the IBM interfacing board
and maynot run withother interfacing boards.
Procedure of the Study
This study was conducted in the Department of Industrial Educationat Iowa
State University. A modelof a controlled solarheating process was built. The
computer was interfaced to this process. Thesoftware was developed to control and
analyze the processusingSPC techniques. The software developed has the
capability to perform:
1. Storing and retriving of data.
2. Control chart analysis (X, R, and CuSum).
3. Pareto analysis.
4. Calculating and Plotting of variousstatistics (mean, range, etc.).
85. Updating the status ofallinstruments andmachines.
6. Editing of any text files.
The computer, with theaid of the interface board, receives input from the
process by various sensing mechanisms. The IEEE 488 standard board, developed
by International Business Machines (IBM), is the interface between the computer
and theprocess. Thesoftware package, incombination with thePCand the
interfacing equipment was used to control and analyse theprocess showing:
1. Input and output of data.
2. The storage of data to disk or any otherstorage mechanism.
3. The sensingof the temperature insideand outside the system.
4. The opening and closing of the solenoids to regulate water flow.
5. Switching pumps ON and OFF.
6. Plotting of the data.
Definitions ofTerms
The following definitionswere adopted for the purpose of this study:
1. IEEE 488 standard: A convention of recommended codes developed by
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). It is a
digital interface system for programable measuring instruments.
2. DACA: The IBM PC Data Aquisition and Control Adapter. It provides
the capability to control and monitor processes within a sensor based
system.
3, GPIBA: The General Purpose Interface BusAdapter. It allows access to
and control of Instruments and devices that are compatible with the
IEEE 488 standard.
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CHAPTER II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Background to Statistical Process Control
Computers were tentatively used for the control of machinesabout 30years
ago(Simmonds 1987). According to Simmonds, fears of reliability restricted
applications untilmorepowerful and reliable machines basedon integratedcircuits
were introduced. Computers were then fully used for control functions. The rapid
advancement in digital-electronics technology accelerated the use of computers in
industrial process-control. This rapid advancement led to the smaller, cheaper,
more powerful and more reliable microcomputers. Several methods for the
collection of useful analyticaldata, the reporting of results and subsequent feedback
to the process using these microcomputerswere tried. Data were collected
manually and analyzed using statistical theory such as Shewhart control charts and
acceptance sampling plans. Better methods that would ease the manual aspects of
the process have been sought ever since. Hunter (1987a)puts this in perspective
when he remarked:
Remarkably, if a new piece of hardware is invented, one can expect to
see its prompt arrival within industry. But what about a new statistical
tool, something to help an individual interpret data, or create
information-laden data? (p. 94).
The statistical tool that yields the maximum amount of information from the
minimum amount of data is SPC. SPC can be used to measure, analyze and
11
characterize anyprocess (Gupta,Macry, Pena, &Westerman 1987). Theydefine
SPC as:
... the use of statistics to determine if a process is behaving naturally
(onlyvariation that is inherent in the process), to detect anyunnatural
behavior, and to determine and eliminate the causes of unnatural
behavior (p. 23).
Because the various methods of detecting variation in a process require very
sophisticated instrumentation and advanced mathematicalformulas, manyfactors
are considered before the implementation of SPC. In order to implement SPC in a
process it is important to know if the effect it will haveon the processwill be
immediate or delayed.
Future Trends in SPC
Although SPC is new to some industries the concept has been around for a
long time and will continue to be a part of the quality improvement technique.
Experimental designs such as that developed byBoxin 1957, Ott in 1975 and
Taguchi in 1986 (Hunter 1987a) are all stepping-stones to SPC. According to
Hunter (1987a), for future success,workers and managers should be statistically
literate so that they can communicate quantitative information succinctly. Marilyn
Hart and Robert Hart (1987) at the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh state:
The evolution that has occurred in going from "quality control" to the
"total control of quality" has, for its foundation, a new recognition of
the role played by statistics-the inspection data-obtained from the
process (p. 96).
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The next step in SPC seems to be automation. Hubele and Keats (1987) at
Arizona State University note that SPC must adapt to keep pace with current
technology. They further note that automation can be implemented by the use of
data acquisition systems (DAS) along with the complex data-gathering processes
that are already in place (Hubele & Keats, 1987). As there are various sophisticated
methods used for gathering the data there are also various sophisticated methods
used for analyzing the data and for displaying the results.
Methods ofData Analysis and Display
The major method of analyzing and displaying data is the use of control
charts. The Shewhart control chart was the only major charting technique used in
industry in the 1960s (Hunter 1987a). This charting technique, Hunter said, could
be used not only to detect variation in the mean but could include variables data,
attribute data or simple counts, and other variants - for example, median, run, first
difference and moving range.
Another method of analyzing and displayingdata is to use exponential
weighted moving average (EWMA) for the construction of control charts for the
mean. Sweet (1986) suggested that EWMA charting for the mean and the standard
deviationor the varianceof a processshouldbe used for processmonitoringand not
for process capability analysis.
Another method of analyzing and displaying of data is the use of the zone
control chart. Jaehn (1987) described the zone control chart as a maximum
13
simplification of the Shewhart chart. This chart has eight zones with scores assigned
to each zone. Jaehn further states that zone chartingtakes irto account a shift in the
process while the process is still within limits. One disadvantage to this method, he
noted, is the lack of early warning to signal when a change in level occurrs.
A final method ofanalyzing and displaying data is theuse of time series
analysis. According toHubele and Keats (1987), time series analysis is well suited
for situation where observations collected from a process is correlated and
non-normal, such as a DAS. Hubele and Keats categorized time series analysis into:
Historical - relying onpast data, Transfer function models, and Bayesian inference
models.
SPC in Education
Many universities now recognize theneedto teach process control even at
theundergraduate level. Hassler and Mumme (1983) at theUniversity ofMaine at
Orono, developed a coiu^e sequence inprocess control in the chemical engineering
department at theundergraduate level. The sequence includes process dynamics
andcontrol, digital process control, andadvanced process control. Hassler and
Mumme recognized that the conventional chemical engineeringcurriculumdoes not
providegraduates with a working knowledge of "modem" or multivariable control.
They believed that the newprogramisunique andvaluable. However, theyfound
that it is necessary for the following to be included in the program: mathematics,
instrumentation hardware, computer hardware and software (on-line, real time
14
system), interfacing ofcomputer andprocess, computer operating system
maintenance, industrial experience, and the areas ofprocess controlcovered by the
courses.
The chemical engineering faculty atAuburnUniversity alsorecognized the
need for trainedengineers in process control and therefore revised their
undergraduate curriculum in 1984 (Williams &Tarrer, 1986). The general
observationby the faculty was that students are better prepared in process control
than under the previous curriculum
Computers are becoming an integral part of the educational program. Both
mainframe computers and microcomputers are beingwidelyused in several
xmiversities for the teaching of process control. The University of Waterloo and
Purdue University contracted with IBM to use IBM*s Advanced Control System
(ACS) to develop process control courses (Koppel & Sullivan, 1986). The ACS
system is a licensed program providinga frameworkfor implementing plant wide
process control. Both schools used the IBM 4341mainframe computer (Koppel &
Sullivan, 1986). Self-study guides were written at Purdue and tested at both Purdue
University and the University of Waterloo.
SPC in Industries
Most US manufacturers and entrepreneurs, faced with corporate philosophy
and budget allocations, are also faced with the need for the highest quality product
or service. SPC training has become as important and expensive as its
15
implementation. Bajaria (1987) said that managers arewrong to think that typical
training sessions prepare theirstaff for executing SPC. Bajaria further note: that
most SPC training focuses on philosophy andmathematical details and not on
execution strategy or skills.
Process Design and Control
A real-time process design differs greatly from otherdata processing designs.
Real-time systems mustbe able to meet bothexternal and internal deadlines.
Various tasksmust be coordinated asynchronously and concurrently. These tasks
are interfacedwitha process external to the computer. An appropriate design for
such operations requires extensive planning and testing. The processdesignmust
therefore include real-time data-flow diagrams (Williams, 1987), charting and
display, and processmodelingframework (Jones, 1987). The data-flow diagrams
depict the concurrent tasksof the system and the interfacesbetween the tasks. The
process designshould include the method of control for the process.
There are many different methods of process control. Roat and Melsheimer
(1987) at Clemson University observed the frequent use of the Ziegler-Nichols
first-order plus deadtime (FOPDT) model for overdamped systems. The system
under control can either be open or closed loop. Adb-El-Bary's (1983) digital
control liquid level experiment and Famularo's (1987) computer-controlled heat
exchange experiment, illustrate the use of various control modes. These modes
16
include proportional (P), proportional-integral (P-I), proportional-derivative (P-D),
and proportional-integral-derivative (PID). The PID mode controller is the
ultimate in control of continuous process. This project implements the PIDmode of
control.
17
CHAPTER IH. DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURES
The development of this package wasdivided into four major areas: the
construction of a prototype real time system, the development of the software to
interface the computer to the system, the development of the SPC software for
analysis and displayof data, and the testing of the completed package.
The system chosen for thisproject is a solar heat exchange unit (see Figure
1). Solenoids are used to open or close valves to regulate water flow, and ra4iators
exchange heat with the surrounding medium. A tank is used as a storage for excess
heat Pump 1 is used to circulate the water through the system. Pump 2 is used to
circulate water through the radiators when the light source and controlling
temperature are low. The parameter to be controlled in this project is the ambient
air temperature of the house.
The software for analysis and displaywas developed using the Turbo Pascal
programming language. The software has the following capabilities:
Input of data on-line or from disk
- Storage of data on disk
- Data analysis using various statistical methods
- Display of data on screen and output to printer or other devices






































































































































The software for the interface between the computer and the systemwas also
developed using theTurbo Pascal programming language. TheEEEE 488 standard
board wasused to obtain sensor readingand to control the solenoids and pumps.
Theprogram for the calibration ofthe instruments was designed first, followed by
theprogram for reading the sensors and controlling thesolenoids andpumps. The
program used three A/D converters and eight bits ofbinary input/output. TheA/D
converters and the l/0*s are on the IEEE 488 standard board.
The systemwas tested by Dr.Miller, Dr.Even, Dr.Wolansky. The testing of
the system included:
- Checking for the ability to input and store data
- Checking the consistency, display, and clarity of information or error
messages
- Checking the control and responses of the process to variations in the
system
- Checking the accuracy and validity of results.
The testing stage was the final step in the development of this package. A
copyof the software and documentation can be obtained fi-om the Industrial
Education Department at Iowa State University.
20
The Construction of a Prototype Real-time System
This system isa solarheating unit (see Figure 1&2). It canbe divided into
two segments, mechanicaland electrical.
Mpphaniral segment
This segment consists of: solar collector, distribution unit, storage unit,
cooling system, and house. The construction ofeach unit and theparteach plays in
the process is discussed below.
Snlar cnTlector The solar collector panel used in this project is 20
inches long, 18 inches wide, and4 inches deep. Its construction isverysimple and
inexpensive. Thewalls andback platearebuiltfrom aluminum, and the front is
coveredwith plate glass. Copper pipe tubingcircles through the panel. For
ma3nmum heat capture copper flanges are glued to the pipe to give increased surface
area, and the inside of the collector is painted black. The panel has insulation to
prevent heat loss.
Distribution unit The distribution unit consists of three switches
(solenoids were used), twopumps,and a reservoir (see Figure 3). The switches can
select either one of two inlets and channel flowto a single outlet. An alternative
selection of switches is a single inlet and channel output to one of two outlets. These
solenoids are electronic switchable using 12 to 18 volts DC, and are used in the
sequence shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 2. Photograph of the solar heating systemshowing: house,
distribution unit, storage unit, cooling system, solar panel,
and computer
22
Figure 3. A photograph of the distribution unit, showingthe Three
Solenoids (Si, S2, S3), the reservoir, and two pumps. Pi and
P2
23
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Figure 4. A schematic of the sequence of the solenoids
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All three solenoids were mounted on a piece of board along with the
reservoir (a one quart plastic container) Lrd the two pumps. The board was
mounted vertically near the work station. The two pumps (taken from a car) are
also operated off a 12 to 18volts unregulated DC power supply. These pumps are
excellent for automatic flow control.
Heat storage unit The heat storage imit, shown in Figure 5, consists of
an enclosed insulated container (36 quart Igloo picnic cooler) (blue, see Figure 2)
with a heat exchanger, soriie rocks and the heat transfer liquid inside. The liquid
used was ethylene glycol based car antifreeze.
The cooling system The cooling of the heat transfer liquid is effected
by a simple water and air flowcooling mechanism The liquid flows through a spiral
copper tubing submerged in icywater (in the red picnic cooler of Figure 2) and a
straight copper tubing that is fan cooled.
House The prototype house used in this project is a child's play bam,
(about 1 cubic foot); the size of the house was small compared to the size of the
solar panel (see Figure 2). It allows easily detected temperature variations.
Electronic segment
This segment consistsof: computer override switch, power supply, interface
box,wire connection network, control board interface, and sensing system (see
Figure 6). The interactions between all of the electronic parts are shown in Figure 7.
25
Figure 5. A photograph of the heat storage unit
26
Figure 6. APhotograph of the Electronic Segment Showing:
Computer Override Switch (B), Power Supply (D),






















rnmpnter override switch The computer override switch uses
solid-state circuitry to allow the computer tommon/off power to the syctem. This
switchcan also be used as an emergencyswitch to shut off all power to the system.
As shown inFigure 8 thecircuit used ananalog single pole double throw (SPDT)
switchwith center off and a solid-state powerrelay(opto isolated). This solid-state
powerrelayis single pole single throw (SPST) and isnormally open and
incorporates inverse-parallel SCRoutputdevices. The high input to output isolation
makes these relays high in noise immunityto the drive circuit.
The power supply. The power supplyused has both regulated and
unregulated outputs. The regulated output was used for the interface boxwhich
requires regulated 5VDC, and the unregulatedoutput wasused for the pumps and
solenoids. The solenoids require more current than can be suppUedby a regular
12VDC transistor regulator, so, using an imregulated supplywill eliminate the
purchase of a more expensive regulator. Since the pumps have the same
requirements, the same method was used for them.
The power supply uses three separate transformers; one for each pump and
one for the solenoids and the 5VDC regulated circuit (see Figure 9).
The interface box The interface box holds the isolating and switching
circuits for the system. Signals received from the control board are buffered,





























































Figure 11. The switching circuit used for the isolatingswitches
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Figure 12. Artwork for circuitboard of the interface box
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box uses six isolating switches, six relays anda 8055 buffered signal amplified chip
(ECG 2021, a 8Digit/Segment Darlington Array/Driver) (see Figures 10,11,12).
Wire connection network The wire connection network consists of the
three ribbon cables from the distributionpanel, the ribbon cable to the interfacing
box, and the wires to the sensing system. Figure 13shows how these cables and
wires are connected.
Control board interface The control board interface has three
sections: Data Acquisition Control Adapter (DACA), distribution panel, and three
interface cables.
The DACA board (IBM)was installed as received into one of the expansion
slots in the PC. The board comes with an IEEE 488 standard port. A flat cable
plugged into this port connects the distribution panel to the PC.
The distribution panel has 60 connectors for external access to the DACA.
For easy access, three ribbon cableswith a 16pin plug terminal were installed (see
Figure 14); they have the pinout shown below in Figure 15. Only eight of the sixteen
binary input/output bits (BO - B7) were needed for this project.
Sensing system A photo-resistor and three thermistors were used as
sensors. A voltage divider circuit was used to measure the voltage drop across the
sensor due to change in light intensity (in the case of the photo-resistor) or change in
temperature (in the case of the temperature transducer). The circuit used is shown
in Figure 16. The A/D converter on the DACAboard is used to measure the voltage
35
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Figure 14. A diagram of ±e distribution panel showingthe cables,
their location, and functions
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(see Figure 15 for thepinout oftheDACA cables). Figure 17 shows which AID
channels were used for each sensor.
Development of the Interfacing Software
The interfacing software was written inTurbo Pascal version 4.0 (Borland
International). Thepurpose of this software is tocontrol thepumps, thesolenoids
and themain system switch. The software also reads theA/D ports andwntes
information to theD/Aports. Theprocedure andfunctions for thissoftware are in
SPC_Util (see Appendix A). This software has three major categories ofcontrol:
Flowboard control, Input control, and Output control.
Flow hoard control
Switching the solenoids directs the flow of liquid through the system. The
three lower bits (BO - B2) of the binaryoutput of the DACAboard were used to
control the solenoids. The fourth bit was used to control the down-drain solenoid
value. Bits 5 and 6 turn the pumps on and off (see Figure 18).
Input control
The binary inputs were shorted with the corresponding binary outputs so that
the program can detect the status of each bit. The four sensors were hooked up to
the A/D ports of the DACA.
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Only one of the D/Aportswas used forthis project. This port was used to
send 5V to the TTL circuits of the interfacing box.
Deyelopment of the SPC Software for Analysis and Display
The software used for SPC analysis is called ROPE (Real-time On-line
Processing Environment). There are seven sections: Help,Statistics, Calibration,
Editor, Shell to DOS, Exit, and ROPE. Each section is accessible from a main menu
byusing the function keys [F1 - F6,FIO]. The usermanual forROPE is inAppendix
E.
The help section
On-line help is available from anywhere withinthe program. This is activated
bypressingthe F1 key. The unit SPC_Help (seeAppendixA) has the routines to
access the help file and display information.
The statistics
Simply pressing the F2 key allows the user to do various statistical analysis of
data collected from the system as well as any other data. Data can be entered at the
keyboard as well as from an existing data file. The units for this segment (SPC_Kal
and SPC__Cal) are in Appendix C.
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Talihrating the sensors
Four sensing devices were used for sensing temperature and light intensity.
Thermistorswere used to sense the air temperature in the house, the liquid in the
solar panel, and the liquid in thestorage tank. Aphoto-resistor was used to sense
thelight intensity onthe panel. These sensing devices were calibrated individually
fortheproject. However, thesoftware allows for recalibration of these devices at
any timebypressing the F3key at theROPEmain menu. The calibration procedure
consists of three steps:
Step 1. Setting up the sensors and thermometers.
Step 2. Collecting and recording data usingROPE.
Step 3. Calculationof the regression linesusingROPE.
Step 1. A thermometer isplaced next to each thermistor, orientedfor
convenient reading. The systemis started as usual and allowed to run for 15
minutes, which allows it to stabilize. Dry ice is then placed in the house to lower the
temperature. Data are collected after stabilization at the lowest temperature of
about 48 F.
Step 2. Readings are taken at 2 degrees F intervals and the corresponding
voltages recorded. The computer automatically records the latest-read voltage when
the user inputs the temperature. The data collected for each sensor are in Appendix
D.
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Step3. The data collected in step2 are usedto calculate the regression
line. A four-predictor multi-regression routine isusedfor this ralculation. The
regression equation used is of the form: Y= ax + bx^ + cx^ + dx^ + K
Where:
Y = Temperature predicted
a = Predictor 1
b = Predictor 2
c = Predictor 3
d = Predictor 4
K = Constant (Y - intercept)
X = Voltage
Plots of the data collected, the regression lines, and the residuals of the
predicted values are presented in Figures 19 thru 21. The regression equations
found are:
House sensor
Y = -73.7381X - 7.07285x^ + 10.16346x^-1.77828x'' + 227.2725
Panel Sensor
Y = 78.43279X - 623795x^ + 15.08995x^ - 1.45083x'' + 103.5134
Storage sensor
Y = 302.9336X - 254.934x^ + 77.83091x^ - 8.26061x'* + 24.77183
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Figure 19. Plot of data for the house sensor: (a) raw data, (b)
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Figure 20. Plot of data for the panel sensor: (a) raw data, (b)







































Figure 21. Plot of data for the storage sensor: (a) rawdata, (b)
regression line, and (c) residual
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Editor
The editor, Microstar, was adapted from the Tm^bo Pascal Editor Toolbox
(Borland International). It allows for the editingof both text and data files.
Information on using this editor is in AppendixE. The complete editor package can
be obtained from Borland International In this project, it is run by the software
ROPEMs (see AppendixA), and activated by the F4 key.
Shell tn DOS
Users can temporarily go to DOS from the ROPE environment by using this
capability. There are two levels of shelling to DOS. Level 1 allows full access to
DOS but requires the user to enter ROPE to return to the ROPE environment.
This mode is activated by the F5 key. Level 2 (activated by pressing the RETURN
key while in Level 1) requires the user to enter EXIT at the DOS prompt to return
to Level 1 and the ROPE environment. At Level 2, ROPE is invisible to the user.
One does not exit the program using this routine, therefore, memory is still in use
and any large program may not be executed in this mode. The codes for this feature
are in the SPC_Menu (see Appendix A).
Exit
At the end of each session, this routine resets the system for the next user. It
is possible to exit to DOS or the programusing this routine but this is allowed only
for users in the unprotected mode or user witha status of professor. If exit enable is
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set then thisroutine will exit the program gracefuUy. Theunit SPC_Menu (see
Appendix A) contains the codes for thisfeature.
ROPE
By pressing the FIO key, the routines for the analysis andgraphical
presentation ofdata are accessed. This function includes the following: screens and
display, process, changing variables, adjusting the system, and entering and saving
data. The routines are in SPC_Grap(see Appendix C).
The screens and display
The display of information onscreen uses routines from TurboPascal Editor
andGraphics Toolboxes. Thisprogram makes useof the multi-window techniques
and the graphics display ofTurbo Pascal. Thegraphics screen shows plots of: X-bar
chart, R chart, CuSum chart, Pareto analysis, scatter plot of the raw data, and
information about the state of the process. Routines for screen management are
found in the units SPC^Util and Introd (see AppendixA).
The process
The actual SPC process routines are in the unit SPC_Proc (see Appendix B).
The main goal of the process is to maintain a temperature of 85 degrees F. The
duration of the process is based on the cycle time set by the user or the internal
default. The system continuously cycles through three phases: normal flow, storage
flow and cooling system flow. Normal flow is the flow of liquid through the panel
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andhouse (see Figure 22). Storage flow istheflow ofliquid through thestorage unit
(see Figure 23). Cooling system flow isthe flow oftheliquid through the cooling
system (see Figure 24) to cool thepanel when a high critical temperature isreached
on the panel andstorage ofheatenergy isnot required. Night flow is the flow of
liquid between the storage unit andthe house to extract heat from storage (see
Figure 25). The house temperature ismeasured, plotted andstoredat equal
intervals set by the user. The light intensity is alsosupervised, sowhen the light
intensityis lowand there is energyin storage, nightflow is used to heat the house.
Figures 22 thru 27below show the various types of flow. The system canbe down
drain for maintennance or in emergency situation. The main downdrain flow (see
Figure 26) drains the main system and the axillary downdrain flow (see Figure 27)
drains the other sections as showa
Changing the variahles
The behavior of the system depends on: sampling time, cycle time, and
control limits. All the default values for these variables are in SPC_Id (see
Appendix A), and they can be changed at the beginningof or during the process.
The maximum number of samples for the process is 100.This maximum cannot be













































The system isadjusted automatically when out-of-control situations occur, or
when trends indicate that the system is nearingan out-of-controlsituation. The
adjustment includes changing the duration for each phase within a cycle. Figures 28
and29 show how theprocess isscanned for out-of-control conditions and how it is
adjusted when such conditions aredetected. Theroutines inSPC_Grap (see
Appendix C) control these adjustments.
Entering and saving data
Data for analysis maybe entered from the keyboard, the diskdrives or in-line
from the process. The format of the data depends on how the datawill be analyzed.
The codes for this are in SPC_Cal (see Appendix C). Data to do basic statistical
analysis are stored in a text file in the following format:
First line has the number of data points to analyze.
All other lines have five sets of data;
[Y-value xi-value x2-value x3-value x4-value]
The user mayenter these values from the keyboard if desired.
Data to be analyzed for the SPC process have two formats.
1. Data for the calibration routines need to be in the following format:
The first 12 lines may be used for instruction or other labeling.


































































Figure 29. Flow diagram of the adjustment procedures
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[Device-calibrating Temperature Voltage Time Elapsed].
2. Data for the control charts are in the fonuat:
[Data# Temperature Time].
Thisprogramalso maintains information aboutthe users. This information
can be entered by the professor or anyuser in the improtected mode.
The user records
There are 2modes (protected andunprotected) and 3 statuses (professor,
graduate, and student) that apply to users of ROPE (see the user manual in
AppendixE). An unprotected mode allows for access to more sensitiveinformation
and changes to the system than a protected mode of the same status. A protected
mode student may only change their own passwords and see their own record. The
unprotected professor may do any of the followingfor any user: change passwords,
change grades, and -add, delete, or make new list of- users. The user records are
information entered by the professor or the user in the unprotected mode. Each
user information is entered and stored in a file called ROPE.LST. ROPE.LST is a
file of records with thirteen fields which can be updated by the professor or any
authorized user in the unprotected mode. The codes arein SPC_Rec in Appendix D.
Constructing and updating the control charts
The three control charts used in the project are X-bar, R and CuSum. These
chartswere constructed usingroutines from the Turbo Pascal GraphicsToolbox.
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X-Bar and R chart
The units SPC_Grap (seeAppendix C)contains the routines usedto plot the
charts. Each chart isplotted when the screen isupdated. Some ofthegraphics
routines are in the Turbo PascalToolbox. The technique used is the U.S. standard
ofthe plotting ofthecontrol charts. This technique differs from theBritish in the
control limits used. British limits are:
Warning limits = X ± 1.96 a
Action limits = X ± 3.09 a/Vn
American limits are: X ± 3 a
The British have a tightertolerance limit for bothwarning and action limit.
rnSiim chart
Routines for the plotting the CuSumchart are also found in SPC_Grap in
Appendix C. The referencevalue usedis the desired temperature of the process
which is set by the operator (user). The equation is of the form:
Sr = 2'i =1(Xi - K) = Sr-1 + (Xr-K)
Where:
Sr = The Cumulative Sum (CuSum)
K = Reference Temperature
Xi = Sample temperature value
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Pareto analysis
The routines for the paretoanalysis are in theunitSPC_Grap (Appendix C).
The identifying ofcost andquality canbe detected by using this type of analysis. By
applying a reasonable cost to each method ofadjustment andeach type offlow, an
analysis canbe done to detect quality and product capability.
Testing of the Completed System
The process tested by the committe that oversee this project. They are from
the Industrial Education department and the Industrial engineering department.
The following three steps guided them through the test.
Stepl. Eachwasgivena passwords to log-on to the system. They entered the
giveninformation in five differentways until theywere able to log-on. They also
changed passwordsmake a student list and edit (add, delete and change
information) the list.
Step2. They ran the system using the editor, shell capability and
help sections. They were given instructions that included errors and invalid
information. This was to test the error handling and invalid data detection
capability of the system.
Step3. They then entered ROPE where they could run the process and
change variables. They were given instructions on what to look and test for. They
were also allowed to calibrate the sensors and to collect and analyze data from the
process.
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CHAPTER IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The development of thisprojectcanbe divided into two distinct areas:
Hardware and Software. Since the project was primarily a teaching tool only
concepts thatare considered pertinent to a teaching environment were emphasized.
This section will discuss the hardware aspect first and then the software.
Hardware
The hardware includes the complete solar heating system, the electrical
circuitry, and the computer. The solar heating systemwas constructed and tested for
proper operation and interface with the restof the system. The one thing to note
about the solar system is the useof the appropriate pump. The pumps should be
able to run constantly without becoming over heated. They should be able to
operate on a 12to 18volts DC powersupply. The power supply shownin Figure 6
of Chapter 3 could be modifiedto includea full bridge rectifier and a different
regulating circuitry that can handle high current Thiswill enable the use of
regulated outputs to the pumps and solenoids.
Software
The software includes programs for controlling the operations of the solar
system, for analyzing and displaying information about the process, and a user
management program. The controlling program used routines that may be specific
to the IBM DACA board used for this project. Included in Appendix B are routines
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for the controlling program, and forvarious operations of the process, including the
types of flows and the switching of the devices. Appendix F contains other technical
and programming information about the DACAboard.
The flow diagramin Figure 30 shows the programfor analyzing and
displaying informationabout the process. Figures31 to 35 showsome of the screens
that were generated by this program. In generatingthe control charts the user is
allowed to change various parameters such as the control limits, the process cycle
time, and the sampling rate, to see what effect such changes have on the process.
Figure 35 shows the charts and the temperature in the house, on the panel and in the
storage. The system will respond to changes to the process cycle time. The effects of
changing the sampling rate can be easily noted by the behavior of the system in
terms of frequency of adjustment to the process. The user management program is
used to setup files and initialize variables that cannot be changed by an end user that
is in a protected mode. The protected mode specific to this program is one of such
variables that can be assigned to any user. Protected mode used here should not be
confused with the protected mode defined by the DOS operating system on an AT,
286 or 386 machine. It is recommended that only the professor be in the unprotected
mode. This will encourage privacy and discourage piracy, pilfering, cheating, and



























Figure 30. Flow diagram of program foranalysis anddisplay
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Figure 31. Introductory screens
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Figure 34. Sensors calibration screen
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The mtent of this studyis to developa model lowcost real-time on-line
process and SPC software package for teaching students statistical process control by
using the software to analyse thedatafrom themodel real-time process. Thegoal is
to equip technical teachers andbeginning engineers with both theoretical
knowledge andpractical experience inthecollection, analysis and presentation of
process data. Thestudents for which this activity is intended should be exposed to.
this area since most will enter the industrial labor market in which these skills will be
utilized. This packagealsopromotes general computer skills and gives an
understandingof the graphical display of statistical data, and howthey are generated
and interpreted during a process. Since the studentssee the data, howit was
processed, and how the computer responds to changes in the process, thismethod
should aid in the development of the students' analytical skills. This package is to be
used in the Department of IndustrialEducation and the Department of Industrial
Engmeering at IowaState University as a tool for the teaching of SPC.
Statistical process control is the gatheringof data from a process, analysis of
the data by various statistical methods, and giving feedback to the process. The
collection, analysis and presentation of data using an IBM compatible computer, was
done more quickly, efficiently and accurately than by hand. Statistical process
control is a difficult subject to teach because it ranges &omstatistical analysis using
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abstract ideas such as calculations in the mathematical formulas, to realities such as
analysis ofLow theweight ofa product is affected by thespeed oftheprocess.
By using special hardware andsoftware configurations, microcomputers can
be used to collectdata and give instant and continuous real-time analysis and display
of data. It is evenpossible to have interface devices which performon-line control
ofthe processes. In thiscase, themicrocomputer was used to collect data on
temperature changes within a process, analyze thedata, andsend feedback to the
process to adjust for highor lowtemperatures, which is called a real-time process.
A model of a controlled solar heating process was built. The computer was
interfaced to this process. The computer,with the aid of the interface board,
receives input from the processbyvarious sensing mechanisms. An IEEE 488
standard board, developed by International BusinessMachines (IBM), is the
interface between the computer and the process. The software package, in
combination with the PC and the interfacing equipment was used to control and
analyse the process showing: input and output data, the sensing of the temperature
inside and outside the system, and plotting of the data. Software was also developed
to control and analyze the process using SPC techniques. The software developed
has the capability to perform: storing and retriving of data, control chart analysis (X,
R, and CuSum), Pareto analysis, calculating and plotting of various statistics (mean,
range, etc.), updating the status of all instruments and machines, and editing of any
text and data files.
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Array [1..31 of Bytii:
Array [32..12S] of TextChars:
{ These constants are the hexa- }
decimal offsets that must be >
added to the CardBaseAddress }
to access specific functions )






SampleDataType = Array [1..100!! of real ;
Const
SalectHlghOrderByte » $0001
AnalogReadControlRegi SterOffset = $0000 {
AnalogReadRegi SterOffset = $2000 {
AnalogStatusRegi SterOffset « $oooo {
AnalogWr1teControlRegi sterOffset . $1000
AnalogWri teRegi SterOffset » $3000
BInaryControlRegi SterOffset » $0000
BInaryReadWr1teRegisterOffset a $2000
B inaryStatusReglSterOffset - $0000
InterruptControlRegiSterOffset ;Word - $0000:
IssacDeviceNoRegisterOffset ;Word » $COOO;












































































































Array [0..MaxUser] of Userbt-taType;
Str64:







































Array [1..201 of real
Integer;
Tab1eData;



























LastName - 'Last Name'
F i rstisiame = 'First Name
Course = 'lEDT 231' :





Progress ='Good / Bad"
Password •'Password';
GradePoi nt « 3.99;




Exi tGrap = False;
TPrint » True;






UserDataPath « 'aA' ;
UserStri ng - '0' ;
Datalndex = 1;
Dtemp » 0;
BStr ing » Binary;
AStr ing = Analog;
Helplndex = 0;
RanDomize;
X : » 1;
Repeat
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• temp Random (MaxOata*'2 );





Until X > MaxData;
















































( Test If bit in target Is set (on)
( Target to test
{Bit number to test
{ Function returns true if bit ls set
{ Convert raw counts to voltage
{ Raw data to convert to voltage
{ Total voltage range
{ Negative offset of voltage range
( Function returns voltage value
{ Convert voltage to raw counts
{ Voltage to convert to raw counts
{ Total voltage range
< Negative offset of voltage range
{ Function returns raw counts
( Convert CardNumber to base address
{ Card number
{ Function returns base address
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Procedure DisableBoardlnterrupts { Disable a11 interrupts. These modules }
{ work by polling and do not use interupts. >
{ Card number to access }( CardNumber integer );
Procedure InttDevice






{ Initialize specified data aquisition mode }
{ Card number to access }
{ Mode : ANALOG - for analog 10 functions >
{
) : Integer;
DIGITAL - for digital 10 functions )
{ Routine for actual ANALOG read )
{ Card number to access >
{ Channel number to access (0-3) }
{ Function returns value read }
{ Routine for actual DIGITAL read >
{ Card number to access >
{ Function returns the value read }
{ Routine for actual ANALOG writs >
{ Card number to access }
{ Channel number to access (0-1) >
{ Value to write }
( Routine for actual DIGITAL write >











Function ConvertVoltsToTemperature:Integer; { Function converts volts read
from analog channel to Temperature
Function Returns a Long Integer





Procedure Swi tchPump (PumpNumber:Integer; PumpMode:Str ing);
{ Switch either Pump 1 or Pump 2 on or off. PumpMode equals on/off
PumpNumber select Pump i or 2. )
Procedure TurnSwitchOn (SwitchNumber: Integer ):
{ Switch any solenoid on to select direction of water flow )
Procedure TurnSwltchOff (Sw1tchNumber: Integer );
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{ Switch any solenoid off to select direction of water flow }
Procedure ResetSystem; { Write 5 Volts to D/A port 0 for Interface Board
to use for switching. Also Initialize the binary
ports and set all ports to Logical 0 [0 volts]. )
Procedure AdjustSystem;
Procedure ShutDownSystem; {This routine will shut the system down
by sending 0 to the binary ports and.
0 Volts to the D/A port used for switching.}
: s 8 c S3 s:
Implementation
Function TestBlt
( var Target :
BitNum :









{ Test if bit in target is set (on) )
{ Target to test >
{Bit number to test )
{ Function returns true if bit is set }
begin
Temp := Subject;
if BItNum > 0 then Temp := Temp SHR BitNum';
If Odd(Temp) then TestBit :» True
else TestBit False;
end; { TestBit }
Function ConvertDataToVolts





ConvertDataToVolts :« (RawOata • VoltSpan / 409€) - Offset;
end:
Function ConvertVoltsToData





{ Convert raw counts to voltage }
{ Raw data to convert to voltage >
{ Total voltage range >
{ Negative offset of voltage range >
{ Function returns voltage value )
{ Convert voltage to raw counts >
{ Voltage to convert to raw counts )
{ Total voltage range }
{ Negative offset of voltage range >








{ Convert CardNumoer to base address }
{ Card number }
{ Function returns base address )
begi n
Case CardNurnber of
0 : CardBaseAddress $02E2:
1 : CardBaseAddress $06E2:
2 : CardBaseAddress $0AE2:
3 : CardBaseAddress •.» $0EE2:
end; ( case }
end: { CardBaseAddress }
Procedure OisableBoardlnterrupts ( Disable all interrupts. These modules }
{ work by polling and do not use 1nterupts. }

















end; { OisableBoardlnterrupts >
Procedure In1tOev1ce





{ Initialize specified data aqulsltion mode }
( Card number to access }
( Mode : ANALOG - for analog 10 functions }





Analog : PortIBaseAddress+IssacOeviceNoRegi sterOffset] :» AnalogDeviceCode;
Bi nary : Port[BaseAddress+IssacDeviceNoRegi sterOffset] := B1naryOeviceCode;
end: { case }
Delay(1);
end: { InltDevlce >
Function ReadAnalogData { Routine for actual ANALOG read }
( CardNuniber. ( Card number to access }
Channel ; Integer { Channel number to access (0-3) >











+ SelectHighOrderByte ] ;= Channel; { set A/D channel >
Oelay(1); { "•* wait for channel multiplexer to settle >
{ Delay(1) is equivalent to approximately 1000 )
{ microseconds on 4.77 MHz CPU. An actual delay }
{ of only 120 microseconds is required here for }
{ the first time the channel is selected >
Port t BaseAddress { enable A/D >
+ AnalogReadControlRegisterOffset ] ;« EnableAnalogAD: { conversion )
Port [ BaseAddress
+ AnalogReadControlReg 1sterOffset
+ SelectHignOrderByte ] Channel; < set A/D channel >
Delay(l); { *"* Wait for channel multiplexer to settle >
{ An actual delay of only 20 microseconds is )
{ required here since the channel has already }
{ been selected }
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{ Test for completion of A/D conversion
repeat
TestStatus := Port [ BaseAddress
+ AnalogStatusRegisterOffset ]:
TestStatus ;« TestStatus AND 1; { mask out all but A/D busy bit >
until TestStatus = 0:
{
Port ( BaseAddress
+ AnalogReadControlRegisterOffset ] ;» D1sableAnalogAD: { converter to >
{ read status >
Port [ BaseAddress
Anal ogReadControl Reg 1sterOff set
*• SelectmghOrderByte ] :» Channel; { set channel to read >
>
{ force A/D
LowByteData Port [ BaseAddress AnalogReadRegisterOffset ]: { read }
HIghByteData ;• Port [ BaseAddress *• AnalogReadHegl sterOffset { data >
+ SelectmghOrderByte ];
ReadAnalogData :» (HIghByteData SHL 8) + LowByteData;








{ Routine for actual DIGITAL read >
{ Card number to access >
{ Function returns the value read }
begin
BaseAddress ;> CardBaseAddress(CardNumber);
LoByteVal ue :» Po'rt I BaseAddress
+ BinaryReadWriteReglSterOffset ]
HiByteValue := Port [ BaseAddress
+ BinaryReadWriteRegisterOffset
+ SelecthighOrderByte ]
ReadBinaryData :» ( HiByteValue SHL 8 ) + LoByteValue;





{ Routine for actual ANALOG write >
{ Card number to access }
{ Channel number to access (0-1) >







+ AnalogWr1teControlReg i sterOffset
+ SelectHighOrderByte
Port[ BaseAddress











{ Routine for actual DIGITAL write }




BaseAddress ;" CardBaseAddressC CardNumber);
Port[ BaseAddress
+ BinaryReadWriteRegisterOffset ] :« Lo(Value);
Port[ BaseAddress
+ BinaryReadWr1teRegiSterOffset
+ SelectHlghOrderByte I :» H1(Value):
end; { WriteBinaryData }
Function ConvertVoltsToTemperature:Integer; { Function converts volts read
from analog channel to Temperature
Function Returns a Long Integer
Value for the Temperature. >
var Y : Real;
Begin
{ Rdata ReadAnalogDataCCardNumber, Channel);




0 ; Y := ((LightMax - Rdata )/LightDe1ta) : {Calculate Light Intensity >
1 : Y :» Panel Predi 11 "Rdata-^Panel Predl t2*Sqr{Rdata)+Panel Predi t3-Rdata''Sqr( Rdata)
+PanelPredit4-Sqr(Sqr(Rdata)) + PanelConst ;
{ Calculate Panel Temperature >
2 : Y : « HousePredl 11 •Rdata+HousePred't t2"Sqr( Rdata )+HousePredl tS'-Rdata-Sdrl Rdata)
+HousePred1t4 - Sqr(Sqr(Rdata)) + HouseConst :
{ Calculate House Temperature )
3 ; Y := StoragePred111"Rdata+StoragePredlt2"Sqr(Rdata)+StoragePredi t3-Rdata*Sqr{Rdata)
+StoragePredit4*Sqr(Sqr(Rdata)) + StorageConst ;
{ Calculate Storage Temperature >
End:










Ass 1gn (OataF 11e. UserDataPath+'USER '■♦•S+' .&&& '):












Wrlte(#7#7.'File ['.UserDataPath+'USER'+S+] does not exist',










Writeln(DataFile.CenterText(80.'Temperature and Light Intensity Read'
+' From System')):
Wri teln(DataF11e,' '):
Pr 1ntT imedcol .TRow, PT1me. Fal se);













write!n{DataF ile,' ':1.CalTlme.' ':2.ThermH[s]:2,' ' : 1,










I :» 1 ;
SelectSPC;
Inc{Dtemp);
TakeData :» (CycleTlme in (10,20,30.40.50.60.70,80.90]);
GotoXY(25.25):
Selectw1ndow(1);
Wr i te ('T1 me Elapsed:',CalTime.'s':1);
If CycleTlme » 0 then
8eg1 n
GotoXY(2S,25);
wn te(' ' );
End;
GotoXY(S2.24) ;








0: ThermL[DataIndex ] : = Temperature;
1; ThermP[DataIndex 1 : = Temperature;
2: ThermH[DataInaex ] Temperature;
3: Therms[DataIndex ] Temperature;
End;











Quit : *• True;
<$I+ >
End;












{ Reopen file if system is back to normal







GotoXY (55, 15); Wri te ('Light Intensity ' #16)
GotoXY (55. 16) ; Wr1 te ('Temp. of Panel ' .#16)
GotoXY (55. 17); Wri te ('Temp. of House ' .#16)
GotoXY (55. 18); Wr i te ('Temp. of storage' .#16)
Ini tDev1ce(CardNumber.AStr1ng);







Rdata :» ConvertOataToVolts( Rdata. VoltageRange, VoltageOffset )
Temperature :« ConvertVoltsToTemperature:
GotoXY(73. 15+Index);
If Index = O then
Symbol ' %'
Else
Symbol :• ' xF';
If (Temperature <« 50 ) {Or (Rdata 2.0)} then
ShutDown True;
wr1te(Temperature:3.Symbol:3);
LogTempertureL i ghtAndT i me;
End;





end; { GetTemperature }
Procedure SwitchPump (PumpNumber:Integer; PumpMode:Str1ng);
{ Switch either Pump 1 or Pump 2 on or off. PumpMode equals on/off
PumpNumber select Pump 1 or 2.
var Switch, SwitchData: Integer;
begin
SwitchData := ReadB1naryOata (CardNumber);
IF PumpNumber = i then
If PumpMode » 'ON' then
Wr1teBinaryData (CardNumber. SwitchData or 16)
Else
Wr1teB1naryData (CardNumber, SwitchData and 111):
IF PumpNumber = 2 Then
If PumpMode » 'ON' then
WriteSinaryData (CardNumber, SwitchData or 32)
Else
WriteBInaryOata (CardNumber, SwitchData and 95);
end; { SwitchPump }
Procedure TurnSwItchOn (SwitchNumber; Integer );
{ Switch any solenoid on to select direction of water flow >





1 : WriteBinaryOata (CardNumber, Sw1 tchData OR 1):
2 : Wr1teB1naryOata (CardNumber. Swi tchOata OR 2):
3 : WriteBinaryOata (CardNumber, Swi tchData OR 4):
4 : WriteBinaryOata (CardNumber. Swi tchOata OR 8);
5 : WriteBinaryOata (CardNumber. Swi tchData OR 64);
6 ; WriteBinaryOata (CardNumber, Swi tchOata or 256);{
End; { Case }
End; { TurnSwitchOn )
Procedure TurnSwItchOff ( SwitchNumber: I nteger ):












Wr1teB i naryOata (CardNumber,Swi tchOata AND



















255) { Turn BO 8 off }
Procedure ResetSystem; { Write 5 Volts to O/A port 0 for Interface Board
to use for switching. Also Initialize the binary











end; { ResetSystem )
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Procedure AdjustSystem;






End: { AdjustSystem }
Procedure ShutOownSystem; (This routine will shut the system down
by sending 0 to the binary ports and,




















Data := ConvertVoltsToOata{Rdata, VoltageRange, VoltageOffset);































































Const MaxWorldX:Real » lOOO.O:
MaxWorIdY:Real « 1000.0;
begl n



















MaxYWor1d;F1 oat = 180.0;
begi n



















DrawText(1.ao.3.CenterText(36.'A SPC Instructional Package')):
DrawText(1,l00.2.CenterText(50.'By Renford A. B. Brevett'));
DrawText(1,140,3.CenterText(36.'Iowa State University (c)'));
DrawText(1.160,2.CenterText(48.'June 1988')):
SetHeaderOn;














Unti 1 Choice =» 10;
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IntDoc: Array [0..35] of StrSO »
('
' Welcome to ROPE (Real-time On-line Processing Environment) at '
'Iowa State University Ames Iowa. This package was designed by
'Renford Brevett as part of his masters thesis. It was conducted',
'under the guidance of his major professor William G. Miller and
'also Professor John Even Jr. of the Industrial Engineermg
'Department and Professor William Wolansky of the Industrial
'Education and Technology Department.',
*'$' .
t i
' Questions or comments can be addressed to;',
' W. G. Miller',
' Industrial Education And Technology',
' Iowa State University
•' Ames, Iowa 50011.',
' Ph. (515)-294-6964'.
' This package is designed as a tool for a real-time on-line ',
'computer-based demonstration of Statistical Process Control (SPC).'
'This package 1s designed to be used by. but not limited to
'undergraduate Industrial Technology. Industrial Education ',
'and Industrial Engineering students at Iowa State University.
'It 1s easy to understand the concepts of SPC that are discussed
'and Illustrated in this package, since the knowledge of only ',
'introductory statistics is assumed.',
.
' This program is menu driven with consistency in the window
'display. Since computer-based instruction is unique, and',
'computerization has proliferated in the technical world, the',


















{ Used to get the time and return the
current time 1n seconds )
Procedure WaltT1me(Lim11:Integer);
{ Delay for Limit seconds >
Procedure Pr1ntTime(TCol,TRow:Integer;
Var PTime:Str11;TPrInt:Boolean);
{ Print the time at location TRow,TCol if TPrInt
is true. Also return the string PTirne with the






I s X s « <1:
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Procedure DefineTextW1ndow(TW i n.TX1,TY1.TX2,TY2:1nteger);
{ This Unit defines a window. }
Begin

















Xsize := Wtab[SHWin.3] + 1;
Ysize := Wtab[SHW1n.4] + 1;
EdSetCursor(CursorOff);


































For I :» 1 to YSize - 3 Do
EdFaatwnte ( s. YPosn + I, Succ(XPosn). Attr):
End;
Funct1on FetchTlme:Word;
{ Used to get the time and return the






{ Delay for Limit seconds )
Var Start!Ime,EndT1me:Word;




Until (EndTlme-StartTime) >= Limit;




< Print the time at location TRow.TCol If TPrint
Is true. Also return the string PTIme with the












If Hour >« 13 Then
Begin








If PHour » 12 then Mode :» 'pm';
If PHour » O then Mode := 'am';
If Hour « 0 then Mode 'am';
If (Minute = 0) and (Second < 6 ) then Beep2;
If (Minute in [15,45]) and (Second < 6 ) Then beep;






If Minute < 10 Then M :« 'O'+M;
If Second < 10 Then S :• 'O'+S;














If JLen < FleldWidth then
Begi n
Fill char(TextSpacer,FieldWIdth +1.$20);
TextSpacer[0] :» Chr(F1 eldWidth);










NormVideo;Win 3;BkCQlor ;» 1;
1f 1ntdoc[LineNum] = 'rf' then
Oui t := True
eT se

















EdFastWr i te(INTDOC[L1neNum],WTab[win,2] + I,WTab[win.1]+4.
Yellow+Blue"16);
If (LineNum > 11) and (LineNum < 18) then
I :« I + 1
el se









Wtab 13.1] - 3;
Wtab [3,2] = 3;
Wtab [3.3] « 74
Wtab [3>4] = 20
Wtab [3.5] » 1:
Win :» 3;
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LIneNutn : « 0:
NextScreen False;








EdOrawBox (Border.Wtab(Wln,11-1. WtabEWtn.2]-1, Wtab[W1n.3l+1























Wrlte1n(' ROPE ls an interactive environment where you can observe');
Writeln('graphically the changes within an industrial process as');
Writeln{'changes are made to its operating variables. This process');
Wr1teln('is a Solar Collector Heat Exchange Unit (SCHEU). The ');
Writeln('variables that can be changed by the user are the Limits of);
Wr1teln('control (2e, 3e. 4e etc.,), sampling time (in seconds), and');
Wrlteln('the cycle time of the process (in seconds).');
Wr1teln;Wri teln;










EdSaveTextW1ndow(8order,'How To Use ROPE'.5.5,75.20.WP);
Def1neTextW1ndow(6,6.6,69.14);
CleanW1ndow(6);
Wr1teln{' To use the ROPE environment the system must be ready ');
Wr1teln('to run. Be sure all plugs to system are pluged into the wall.')
Wrlteln('Also set computer override switch to COMPUTER. Switch power');
Wr i tel n(' suppl y ON. At this point nothing should happened but if);
Writeln('any device is ON the computer will first turn them off.');
Writeln('The bottom of the screen shows instructions on how to change');
Writeln('variables and other settings.');
Wr1teln;Wr1teln;
















































































{ Code is protected by Renford A. B. Brevett >
Procedure DeCodeVar(Var S:Str14:PWF1eld:Integer)












































































UserDatatMajorUser]-TlmesUsed UserData[MajorUser].Timesused + 1








If lOResult <> 0 then








Time := ' 01:33:am ';



























Wri te('Enter Course. . '):Readln(Course):
GotoXY(5.24);ClrEol;
Wr1te('Enter Status..'):Read!n(Status):
If Status • 'Professor' then ProFile :• True
































Wr1teln(' Enter Data For Each User ');
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While Not EndData do
Segin
QetRecordInfo;






















GotoXY (5 .2); C1rEol; Wri te(' Last Name.. ',LastName);
GotoXY (5 .3): ClrEol; Wri te(' First Name. .'. FirstName);
GotoXY (5 .4): ClrEol: Write(' SS Number.. '.SSNumber);
GotoXY (5 .5) ; C1rEol;Wrlte(' Course.. '. Course):
GotoXY (5 .6); C1rEol; Wr i te(' User Status '.Status);
GotoXY 1 7); ClrEol; Write(' User Mode.. '.Mode);
GotoXY (5 .8) ; ClrEol; Wr1te(' User Password.. '.Password);
GotoXY (5 .9): ClrEol; Wr1te(' Last Used.. '.Date);
GotoXY (5 , 10) ;ClrEol ;Wri te( 'Last Login. '.T1 me);
GotoXY (5 .11) ;ClrEol ;Wr i te( 'Progress.. ',Progress);
GotoXY (5 . 12) :ClrEol :Wri te( 'Grade.. ', Grade):
GotoXY (5 . 13) :ClrEol :Write( 'Grade point Avg... '.GradePo
GotoXY (5 . 14) iClrEol :Write( 'Times Used. .'.T imesUsed);
GotoXY (5 . 16) ;ClrEol ;Wrlte( 'Press Any Key To Continue..')
Oh :« ReadKey;








Var User Index.Nindex : Integer;
Found.Nfound : Boolean;



















If ((SFLastName » UserName)










Userlndex » Userlndex + 1;
Until (Found) or (userlndex > MaxUser);
If Found Then Updatelnfo
Else
Begin {Record not found in file ROPE.LST }
If WrongPasswordTry < 3 then { Entered Wrong Password >
begi n
Qu1t :a False;









Wr i teLn(>*7/C7#7.' Do no-t try that one on me ');
WriteLn(' [ '.UserPassword,* ]');
WriteLn(' is NOT a valid Password for you');
Writeln(' ',UserData[Ni ndex].FirstName.
' ',UserData[Nindex].LastName,'.');







WriteLn(>f7*7#7.' Bye !! Bye !!
wnteln (' I Wonder Who You are. ' ):
WriteLn(' Do not try that one on me I Know'):
Wr1teLn(' [ '.UserPassword,' ]'):
Wrlteln(' Is NOT a valid Password For you');
Writeln(' '.UserName ):
Writeln (' You are NOT on the list ');



















































If (Changes <> 'NEW') and (Changes <> 'OLD') then
Begin
GotoXY(S.1);
Write ('Enter Your Last Name');
TextCo1or(Wh1te + Blink);







Write ('Enter Your Password');
End
Else






















If Ch <> #13 Then
Begin
PWord :• Pword+ch;
LIrdex :• LIndex +1;
End;
End;
Until (ch » Chr(13)) ;























































































































ReWr i te (RecordFlie);












































While Not Eof(RecordF11e) do
Begin
Seek(RecordF11e,I);

























Writein (' Enter New Data');
Writeln (' or');




Write ('Progress [ '.Progress.' ] —> ');
Ch Readkey:








Write ('G. P. A. [ ',GradePoint:7:3,' ] —> ')
Ch :» Readkey:









Write ('Grade ( '.Grade.' ] --> ');
Ch := Readkey:








Write ('Course [ '.Course,' ] —> ')?
Ch Readkey:









Write ('Status [ '.Status.' ]
Ch Readkey;








Write ('Mode [ '.Mode,' ] —> ');
Ch Readkey;









Write ('Password [ '.Password.' ] —>
Ch :» Readkey:






























Writeln(' Enter Data For Each User ');
Writeln(' Press ESC when Done '):
EndData ; =• False;
CleanWIndowO);
Se1Wlndow(3);
While Not EndData do
Begin
GetRecordlnfo;
































While Not Eof(RecordFne) do
Begin
Seek(RecordF n e.J);




















If ((UserData[User].Status - 'Student') or
(UserData[User].Status « 'Graduate')) and




Write ('F1 Help/F7 Change Password /
'Any other Key To Cont...');
Ch ReadKey;
If Ch » #0 then
Begin
Ch ReadKey;
IF Ch = -CS5 then ChangePassword;
If Ch = #59 then GetHelp:
End
Else Ch :» 'Q';
End
El se
If ((UserData[User].Status « 'Student') or
(UserOata[User].Status ' 'Graduate'))and
(UserOata[User].Mode « 'Unprotected') then
Begin























If (UserDatatUser].Status « 'Professor') or









GotoXY(2.4);Wr i te('FT-Change Password');
GotoXY(2.S);Wri te('F9-Cont inue..');
Chi :» ReadKey:























































Write(#7*7Error in your Status or Mode Check your Instructor')
Halt(4):
End;


















Array [0..255] of ♦HelpRec:























Imp1ementa t i on
Procedure GetHelp:
Label HelpRedo.HelpBegin.HelpEnd;








If lOResult <> 0 then
Begin
Wr1te(*7#7,•Error Reading Help File
Halt(10):
















For k 0 to Lines do
Begl n









Write ('Press Esc to leave Help / Use --Home PgUp PgDn End










#72.*73:If I > 0 then I 1-1;

























































{Directives shared by all units)
{Conserve memory during linking)
{Basic video operations - standard unit)
{DOS interface - standard unit)
{Runtime error handler)
{Global types and declarations)
{Fast screen writing routines)
{String primitives)
{Poi nter pr1 mi t ives)
{Returns text string for extended scan codes)
{Maps keystrokes to commands)
{DOS critical error handler)
{Message system)
{User keyboard input, line edit, error report, help)
{Text buffer allocation and deallocation)
{Background processes)
{Editor screen updating)





{Block move. copy, delete)
{Find, replace routines)
{File I/O rout 1nes)




{General purpose DOS shell)
{DOS shell for MicroStar)
{Command dispatcher and top level commands)
Procedure RopeEdt;
begin {MlcroStar-ROPE Editor)
{Initialize toolbox data structures)
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Edim t iai 1 ze;
{Set up for the first file)
EdMalnMenu;

































P rocedure SaveMainW i ndow;
Procedure RestoreMainWindow;
Procedure DoOosShel1 Process;













I :» I + 2;




















-1 :Writeln(' Insufficient memory to store free list ');
-2 ;Wrlte1n(' DOS setblock error before EXEC call ):
-3 :Writeln(' DOS setblock error after EXEC call -- critical error ')
-4 :Wrlteln(' Insufficient memory to run DOS command ');
0 :Wr1teln(' No Such Choice '):











EdFastWr1te(CenterText(76.'WELCOME TO R 0 P E').4.2.11);
EdFastWrite(CenterText{76, 'MAIN MENU').9.2.12);
EdFastWrite(CenterText(76.'MMMMMMMMM').10.2.7):
EdFastWrite(CenterText(76PI ease Enter Your Selection :'),11.2.14);
EdFastWr i te(CenterText(76.EdPadEntry('F1 He!p',20)).13,2,2);
EdFastWri te(CenterText(76.EdPadEntry('F2 Statistics'.20)).14.2.2);
EdFastWri te(CenterText(76.EdPadEntry('F3 Gal 1brat ions'.20)).15.2.2)
EdFastWr1te(CenterText(76,EdPadEnt ry('F4 Editor'.20)).16.2.2);





































If DosError <> 0 Then Pr1ntErrorMsg(DosError);
End:








































Write ('This Function is to be Added');
GotoXY(5.7):










R:= EclSetupW1ndow(Borcler. 1.1 . SO. 25 .Normal Box );











































































Crt.Dos. {General units for display and use of Disk Operating System (DOS)}
Turbo3. { Unit to convert Version 3.0 codes >
INTROO, { Unit for showing Introduction >
SPC_T1t, { Unit to show title page >
SPC_ID.


















end. { main program >
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APPENDIX B. INTERFACING SOFTWARE PROGRAM LISTINGS
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Statistical Process Control package
By
Renford A. B. Brevett
Module version 1.03A
Copyright (c) 1988 by















Procedure NightFlow; { Set the system to flow between the storage
and the house. Energy stored will be extracted
from the storage unit and use to keep the house
at the spcified temperature. The downdram valve
is first closed. )
Procedure Normal Flow; { Set the system to flow between the pannel.
the house and resovolr. )
Procedure StorageFlow; { Set the system to flow between the pannel. storage.
the house, and resovolr. Energy will be stored in the
the storage unit and will be use to keep the house
at the spcified temperature when needed. The downdrain valve
is first closed. )
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Procedure CoollngSystemFlow; { Set the system to flow through the cooling
pipes and radiator to cool pannel and/or liquid.
The downdrain vaWe is first ciused. }
Procedure DowndrainMaIn: { Set the system to drain all the liquid into the resovoir.
The downdram valve is kept for a period of time
to allow maximum drainage. >
Procedure DowndraihAxillary; { Set the system to drain aU the liquid into the resovoir
The downdrain valve is kept for a period of time






Ini tDevlce(CardNumber,BStr i ng);
end:
lasssMsssBssssssasi
Procedure NlghtFlow; { Set the system to flow between the storage
and the house. Energy stored will be extracted
from the storage unit and use to keep the house
at the spcified temperature. The downdrain valve










Write ('Testing Night Flow');
End;
TurnSwitchOff (4); { Close DownDrain valve >
WriteBlnaryData (CardNumber, NightF1owCode );
Switch 1
< Turn Secondary Pump on and set
& 3 to allow flow between
house and storage. }
End; { NlghtFlow >
Procedure Normal Flow;
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{ Set the system to flow between the panne1,










Write ('Testing Normal Flow'):
End;
TurnSwltchOff (4); { Close DownDraIn valve >
Wr1teBInaryOata (CardNumber, NormalFlowCode ); ( Turn Primary Pump on and
set Switch 1, 2 & 3 to allow flow between
house, panne1 and resovoir. The
downdrain valve Is first closed.}
End; { Normal Flow >
Procedure StorageFlow; { Set the system to flow between the panne1. storage.
the house, and resovoir. Energy will be stored in the
the storage unit and will be use to keep the house
at the spcifled temperature when needed. The downdrain valve










Write ('Testing Storage Flow');
End;
TurnSwltchOff (4): { Close OownOrain valve >
Wr1teB1naryOata (CardNumber. StorageFlowCode ); { Set Switch 2 to allow flow
through storage. }
End; { StorageFlow >
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Procedure CooHngSystemFlow; { Set the system to flow through the cooling
pipes and radiator to cool pannel and/or liquid.










Write ('Testing Cooling system Flow');
End:
TurnSwitchOff (4); ( Close DownDrain valve >
WriteBinaryOata (CardNumber, Cool1ngSystemCode ); { Turn Secondary Pump on and set
Switch 1 & 3 to allow flow between
house and storage. }
End; { CooloingSystemFlow >
Procedure DowndrainMain; { Set the system to drain all the liquid into the resovoir
The downdrain valve is kept for a period of time
to allow maximum drainage. }
Begin
BInSet;
WriteBinaryOata (CardNumber, DowndrainMainCode ): { Set switch 3 & 4 on to allow
air into system. }
End; { DowndrainMain >
Procedure DowndrainAxi11ary; { Set the system to drain all the liquid into the resovoir.
The downdrain valve is kept for a period of time
to allow maximum drainage. }
Begin
BinSet;
Wr1teBinaryOata (CardNumber. DowndrainAxi11aryCode ); { Set switch 2 S 4 on to allow
air into system. This allow Secondary
sections to be drained. }


























DrawTextW(2.5,Texts 1ze.'End of Test')
Else
Writeln (' End of Test '):
GotoXY (55,23):
If GrafModeGlb then
DrawTextW{ 2, 7 .Texts 1ze. ' <<Press Any Key To Cont..»')
E1 se















































ADStatus :» 'Power Is On'
E1 se








ADStatus :» 'Downdrain valve is •PEN'+fl'13#iO+tab5











If Tests 1t(Data.8) Then
ADStatus :» 'A/D converter switch is ON '
el se














StatusCheck; { Check for Power on, closed air inlet valve and
Check for Switch power at D/A converter.
WaitT1me(3);
TurnSwitch0n(5); { Turn power on to the system >
StatusCheck: { Check for Power on, closed air inlet valve and














CycleT ime ;« Abs(FetchTlme-SystemStartT ime);
If (Not ShutDown) and(CycleTime >« 10) and (CycleTime < 30)
then Normal Flow;
SystemCheck; { Check for the controHIng variables for out of
control conditions and update screen . )








If Keypressed then Ch : Upcase(Readkey);






If (Not ShutDown) and (CycleTime » 30) And (CycleTime < 60) then
StorageFlow;
If (Not ShutDown) and (CycleTime = 60) And (CycleTime < 100) then
CoolIngSystemF1ow;








End. { unit )
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» Statistical Process Control package
* By
* Renford A. 8. Brevett
* Module version 1.03A
*
* Copyright (C) 1988 by












































def1 new i ndowSPC(8.0.0.79.30);
def1 newindowSPC(9.0.174.79.198):
defineheader(1.'PGPE Charting System');
WlnlName := 'ROPE:Stat1stical Process Control Tool'
+ ' by R.A.B. Brevett at Iowa State University.';
def1neheader(8.W i n1Name);













Write ('F1-Help F2-Select Window F3-Zoom');
































































































for i:•1 to n do
begin
a[ 1, 1]:•(1-1)"de1ta-p i:
b[i . 1]:-a[1.1];
bt i. 2]:•exp(-abs (a[i.l]));















MaxWorldX :F1oat » 100.0:





CharH :» MaxWorldY / 25:






















































' defineheader(2.'X-Bar Chart' + tab5+'W1ndow<2>');






for i:»1 to NumOfOata do
beg 1n
c [ 1. 1 ]: • 1;
c[i.2];« SampleArrayC1]:






















































s :S t r i ng;
Begin
def i new i ndowSPC(4.54.33.78.99);
def i neheader(4.'Raw Data'+tab5+'Wi ndow<4>'):






for 1:»1 to NumOfData do
begi n
c[l.ll:-l:





































for 1:*1 to NumOfData do
begin
c[1.1];=i;



























{ StartProcess I )
End
Else beep2; {Control Process:}
SetHeaderOn;
End;




















Writs ('Use ' . <f24/4«25#26/f27.' to Move Selected Window and ESC when Done')
CopyScreen;
If (SelWIn <> 10) And (SelWm >» MlnSelwm)







































































Write ('Enter Window to Save');
Ch := Readkcy:
Va1(Ch,W1nNum.Code);






















Write ('Window Saved in file '.UserDataPath,ch,'.WIN'

































Ch := Copy (Ch,1.8);












Write Error saving file **•');
Goto 300;
End;
If WinNum " 2 Then SwapScreen;
ClearEol(24);
GoToXY(5.24);
Write ('Window Saved in file UserDataPath,ch.SCR'.































Until (KeyPressed) or ( I > 1000):
If KeyPressed then Ch ;« Readkey;





















#64: ChangeVar i ab1es;
#68: ExItGrap :• True;




































































Const Ca1Nartie:Array[0. .3] of String • ('Light
'Panel '.'House '.'Storage');
Var
ATemp.VoltageOffset.IndexO.Index 1.Index2.IndexG : Integer:
Oult boolean;
TherraO,TemperatureO ;Array[1. .MaxData] of Integer;
FFT i meO :Array[1 - .MaxOata] of Word;
VoltageO :ArrayC1. .MaxData] of Real ;
Thermi,Temperaturel :Array[1. .MaxOata] of Integer;
FFT1me1 :Array[1. .MaxData] of Word:
Vo1tagel :Array[1. .MaxData] of Real ;
Therm2.Temperature2 :Array[1. .MaxData] of Integer;
FFTime2 :Array[1. .MaxData] of Word;
Voltage2 :Array[1. .MaxData] of Real ;
Therm3,Temperatures :Array[1. .MaxOata] of Integer;
FFTimea : Array[1. .MaxData] of Word;






















EdSaveTextW1ndow(Border.'How To Calibrate Sensors',5,5.75,20,WP);
Def1neTextW1ndow(6.6,6,69,14);
01eanwindow(6);
Writeln(' To calibrate sensor, start up system and let run for ');
Wr1teln('about 20 minutes so that system 1s nearly stable. If you did');
Writeln('not do so before now. go back to main menu and enter ROPE <F10>.')
Writeln('If you have already prepared the system, set ti'3rmometers');
Wrlteln('near sensors and be prepared to read them and enter readings');
Wrlteln{'at regular intervals. A suggestion is to enter temperature');
Wr1teln('at markings on thermometer and avoid Interpolations'):
Wr i teln;Wr1teln;
























wr1teln(DataFi1e,' Data collected for calibration of;');
writeln(DataF11e.CalName[0]);
wr 1 teln(DataF•{ 1e. IndexO);




wr1te1n(0ataFile.' Data collected for calibration of:');
wr i teln(DataF11e.CalName[1]):
wr1teln(DataF1le.Indexi);




write1n(DataF1le,' Data collected for calibration of:');
wr1teln(OataF11e.CalName[2]);
wr1teln(DataF11e.Index2);




wr1teln(DataF1le.' Data collected for calibration of:');
wr1teln(DataF i1e,Ca1Name[3] );
wr1teln(DataFlie,Index3 );



























Writeln(DataFi1e,' ROPE Data: Iowa State Unlversity'.TabS.TabS,
'User: '.UserDataCUser].Firstname,' ',UserData[User].Lastname);
Writeln(DataF1le.' ');
Wrlte1n{DataF1le.'Data collected for calibration of; '):
Wr1teln(DataFile,' ');
Wrlteln(DatafHe,'0 - Light Intensity Sensor ');
Wr1teln(Dataf1le.'1 - Panel Temperature Sensor ');
Wr1teln(Dataf1le.'2 - House Temperature Sensor
Wr 1 tel n(Dataf ile. ' 3 - Storage Temperature Sensor ' )•,
Wr1teln(DataF1le.LIneStr);
Wr1teln(DataF1le,' ');
Wr1te1n(DataFile.' Starting time • '.PTlme:9):
Wr1teln(DataFlie,' ');





















Rdata :» ReadAnalogOata(CardNumber, Channel);
Rdata ConvertDataToVolts( Rdata, VoltageRange, VoltageOffset ):
$elWlndow(2):
GotoXY(2.1);























' 1' -.Channel : • O
'2' .Channel :» 1
'3' rChannel :» 2











Sensor To Calibrate "** ');
Light ')
Rdata ReadAnalogData(CardNumber, Channel):
Rdata ;= ConvertDataToVolts( Rdata. VoltageRange. VoltageOffset )
SelWlndaw(5);
GotoXY(1.23):
Write ('Enter Temperature on Thermometer .. or -1 to QUIT --> ');
Readln(ATemp);



























Therm2[Index2] : » Channel;
Temperature2lIndex2] :» Atemp;























Pri ntT i me(1,1,PT i me,False);











Wr1te(' Update Calibratlons? [Y/N] ');
Ch :* UpCase(ReadKey);
Repeat











Until Ch In ['Y'.'N'];
end;
Procedure RegresXY;











End; { RegresXY )






















































































;= SumYSqr + YSqr;
SSqrOfX :» (SumXSqr/N) - SOR(XBar):
SSqrOfY :• (SumYSqr/N) - SOR(YBar):
Rho :=( (SumXY/N) - XBar • YBar ) / { SORT(SSqrOfX
B1 :« (Rho*SORT(SSqrOfY))/SORT(SSqrOfX);
BO :» YBar - Bi • XBar;


















Sum of » ':27. SumX:7:4.TabS. SumY:7:4):
Sum of Squares " ':27,SumXSqr:7;4.TabS,SumYSqr:7:4);
Variance of « ':27.SSqrOfX:7;4.TabS.SSqrOfY;7:4):
Standard Deviation » ':27,SORT(SSqrOfX);7:4.TabS.
SORT(SSqrQfY):7:4}:










Write ('Do you want to Save Result ? [Y/N] ');
Ch :» upCase(ReadKey):
IF Ch « 'Y' Then Goto 200
Else






'Sum of XY - ';27.SumXY:7:4);
'Correlation » ';27. Rho:7:4)
'BO « ' :27, BO:7:4):
'B1 • ':27. B1:7:4):
< y
'Regression Equation




{ Print to file Newflle.Dat >
200:
Wr1teln(NewFile,'Sum of X = '. SumX:7;4);
Writeln(NewFi1e.'Sum of Y • ', SumY:7:4);
Wr1teln(NewFile,'Sum of XY « '.SumXY;7:4):
Wr1teln(NewF11e.'Sum of X Squared = '.SumXSqr;7:4);
Wr1teln(NewF11e.'Sum of Y Squared « ',SumYSqr;7:4);
Wri teln(NewF i1e.' ' );
Writeln(NewFi1e.'Variance of X « '.SSqrOfX:7:4);
Writeln<NewF11e.'Variance of Y » '.SSqrOfY:7:4);
Wri teln(NewF i1e,' ' ):
Writeln(NewFi1e.'Standard Deviation of X »
Writeln(NewFi1e.'Standard Deviation of Y »
Wri teln(NewF i1e,' '):
Writeln(NewFi1e.'Mean of X • '. XBar:7:4):
Wr1teln(NewFi1e,'Mean of Y » ', YBar:7:4):
Writeln(NewFi1e.'Correlat ion • Rho:7:4)
Wr1teln(NewFile.'BO » '. B0:7:4):
Wr1teln(NewFile.'81 = B1:7:4);
Wr1teln(NewFi1e.' ')s
Wr1teln(NewFi1e.'Regress Ion Equation •>
X ' :3.' + ':3.B0:7:4):
.SQRT(SSqrafX):7:4);
.SQRT(SSqr0fY):7:4);














EdSaveTextWindow (Border.' Data Analysis '. 1.1.80.25.z):
EdSetCursor($0607);
If Not InlineData then
Begin
GotoXYO. 12);C1rEol ;





FlIeName ;• UserDataPath+'DataU' •♦•UserStr1ng+' ;
C1eanW i ndow(3):
SelW1ndow(3);
GotoXYC1.4);Write {'Input Data File Filename);
GotoXY(1,5):Wr1te ('Output Data File ...
UserDataPath+'StatU'+UserString+'.Dat');
{$1- )
Ass 1gn (SPC_F i1e.F i1eName):
Ass ign (NewFlie,UserDataPatn* StatU'+UserString+' .Dat')
Reset (SPC^File):
Instatus ;> lOResult;















wnteln (#7#7.' ••• Input File Not Found / Invalid file Name















Write (' Working Please Wait
Writeln (NewFile):
Writeln (NewFile,' DATA ');
Wr i teln (NewF i1e):








Writeln (' DATA ');
Writeln;
writeln (' X Y '):
Writeln;





wnteln (CalDataX[N]: 7:4, '
Writeln (NewFi1e.Ca)DataX[N]:7:4,'
N : » N + 1 ;
De1ay(100);
End;
N :« N - 1 ;
wnteln (NewFile);











Write ('Do you want to do another calculation ? [Y/N]')
Ch UpCase(ReadKey):
If Ch « 'Y' then Goto 100
Else If Ch • 'N' then Wr1te('')
Else Wr1te(#7#7);




End. { Gal >
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Data for House Thermistor Calibration
'EMP. V V2 V3 V4
PREDICTED
50 3.515625 12.35962 43.45179 152.7602 50.58937
64 3.256836 10.60698 34.5452 112.508 63.12594
78 2.84668 8.103587 23.06832 65.66812 77.7259
80 2.77832 7,719062 21.44602 59.58392 79.81761
82 2.719727 7.396915 20.11759 54.71435 81.57461
84 2.636719 6.952287 18.33123 48.3343 84.03015
86 2.563477 6.571414 16.84567 43.18349 86.18591
88 2.509766 6.298925 15.80883 39.67646 87.77231
90 2.446289 5.98433 14.6394 35.8122 89.66436
92 2.353516 5.539038 13.03621 30.68094 92.48566
94 2.280273 5.199645 11.85661 27.03631 94.77925
96 2.22168 4.935862 10.96591 24.36273 96.66721
98 2.148438 4.615786 9.91673 21.30548 99.10518
100 2.089844 4.367448 9.127285 19.0746 101.1259
102 2.001953 4.007816 8.023459 16.06259 104.2879
104 1.933594 3.738786 7.229294 13.97852 106.866
110 1.870117 3.497338 6.54043 12.23137 • 109.3601
112 1.811523 3.281616 5.944722 10.769 111.7525
112 1.831055 3.352762 6.139092 11.24102 110.9451
114 1.796875 3.22876 5.801678 10.42489 112.3646
116 1.743164 3.038621 5.296814 9.233216 114.6579
116 1.767578 3.124332 5.5225 9.76145 113.6058
118 1.708984 2.920626 4.991304 8.530058 116.1582
118 1.68457 2.837776 4.780432 8.052973 117.2496
120 1.665039 2.772355 4.616079 7.685952 118.1348
120 1.645508 2.707697 4.455536 7.331621 119.0307
122 1.606445 2.580666 4.145697 6.659835 120.8552
122 1.591797 2.533818 4.033323 6.420232 121.5507
124 1.542969 2.380753 3.673429 5.667986 123.9137
126 1.499023 2.24707 3.36841 5.049323 126.0998
126 1.489258 2.217889 3.30301 4.919033 126.5932
128 1.450195 2.103066 3.049855 4.422885 128.5952
130 1.416016 2.005101 2.839256 4.020431 130.3836
132 1.362305 1.855875 2.528268 3.444272 133.2635
134 1.308594 1.712418 2.24086 2.932376 136.2279
136 1.264648 1.599335 2.022595 2.557871 138.7159
138 1.230469 1.514054 1.862996 2.292359 140.6894
140 1.206055 1.454569 1.75429 2.11577 142.1196
142 1.196289 1.431107 1.712018 2.048068 142.6964
144 1.176758 1.384759 1.629527 1.917559 143.8581
146 1.157227 1.339174 1.549729 1.793388 145.0305
148 1.132813 1.283265 1.4537 1.64677 146.5109
150 1.103516 1.217748 1.343804 1.482909 148.3091









Std Err of Coef.
-73.7381
55.53498










TEMP. V V2 V3 V4 PREDICTED
48 3.4082 11.6158 39.5892 134.9279 47.8789
48 3.3936 11.5162 39.0809 132.6232 48.6192
54 3.2764 10.7346 35.1704 115.2312 54.4096
56 3.2520 10.5752 34.3900 111.8348 55.5886
58 3.2227 10.3855 33.4689 107.8589 56.9922
60 3.1689 10.0422 31.8232 100.8460 5->.5350
62 3.1152 9.7047 30.2324 94.1809 62.0412
64 3.0713 9.4328 28.9709 88.9780 64.0665
66 3.0029 9.0176 27.0792 81.3169 67.1757
66 3.0273 9.1648 27.7450 83.9938 66.0708
66 3.0176 9.1058 27.4774 82.9152 66.5135
70 2.9688 8.8135 26.1650 77.6774 68.7126
72 2.9150 8.4975 24.7704 72.2067 71.1059
74 2.8467 8.1036 23.0683 65.6681 74.1154
76 2.7734 7.6920 21.3332 59.1662 77.2978
76 2.7686 7.6649 21.2207 58.7506 77.5085
80 2.6904 7.2384 19.4744 52.3946 80.8555
82 2.6465 7.0039 18.5356 49.0543 82.7188
84 2.6123 6.8241 17.8267 46.5689 84.1585
86 2.5977 6.7478 17.5285 45.5330 84.7730
88 2.5537 6.5214 16.6539 42.5292 86.6075
90 2.5049 6.2744 15.7167 39.3686 88.6297
92 2.4463 5.9843 14.6394 35.8122 91.0336
94 2.3828 5.6778 13.5291 32.2374 93.6088
96 2.3242 5.4020 12.5554 29.1815 95.9579
98 2.2461 5.0449 11.3314 25.4514 99.0448
100 2.1875 4.7852 10.4675 22.8977 101.3233
100 2.2021 4.8495 10.6792 23.5172 100.7568
102 2.1582 4.6578 10.0526 21.6955 102.4498
104 2.1094 4.4495 9.3856 19.7977 104.3072
106 2.0801 4.3267 8.9999 18.7205 105.4089
108 2.0508 4.2057 8.6250 17.6879 106.5005
110 1.9482 3.7956 7.3948 14.4069 110.2346
Regression Output:
Constant
















Data for Storage Thermistor Calibration
15.0900
69.0823
TEMP. V V2 V3 V4 PREDICTED
48 3.7207 13.8436 51.5080 191.6461 48.4924
48 3.7256 13.8800 51.7111 192.6542 48.1797
50 3.7061 13.7348 50.9021 188.6459 49.4101
52 3.6768 13.5185 49.7044 182.7512 51.1557
54 3.6279 13.1619 47.7504 173.2350 53.8147
56 3.5840 12.8449 46.0361 164.9925 55.9615
58 3.5205 12.3940 43.6331 153.6107 58.6944
60 3.4570 11.9511 41.3152 142.8279 61.0466
62 3.4033 11.5826 39.4193 134.1563 62.7822
64 3.3398 11.1546 37.2545 124.4242 64.5800
66 3.3008 10.8952 35.9625 118.7044 65.5711
68 3.2373 10.4801 33.9274 109.8334 67.0287
70 3.1592 9.9804 31.5299 99.6087 68.6225
86 2.3242 5.4020 12.5554 29.1815 87.8473
88 2.2949 5.2667 12.0866 27.7378 88.9088
92 2.2021 4.8495 10.6792 23.5172 92.4931
94 2.1729 4.7213 10.2587 22.2905 93.6935
96 2.1240 4.5115 9.5825 20.3534 95.7639
98 2.0850 4.3471 9.0635 18.8970 97.4802
100 2.0459 4.1857 8.5635 17.5201 99.2466
102 1.9971 3.9883 7.9649 15.9064 101.5198
106 - 1.9287 3.7199 7.1747 13.8379 104.8098
108 1.8701 3.4973 6.5404 12.2314 107.7127
110 1.8311 '3.3528 6.1391 11.2410 109.6810
114 1.7432 3.0386 5.2968 9.2332 114.1716
116 1.7041 2.9040 4.9487 8.4330 116.1794
118 1.6650 2.7724 4.6161 7.6860 118.1842
120 1.6260 2.6438 4.2988 6.9897 120.1780
122 1.5869 2.5183 3.9963 6.3418 122.1526
124 1.5381 2.3657 3.6387 5.5966 124.5801
126 1.4941 2.2325 3.3356 4.9839 126.7121
128 1.4600 2.1315 3.1119 4.5432 128.3264
130 1.4209 2.0190 2.8687 4.0762 130.1146
132 1.3770 1.8960 2.6107 3.5948 132.0409
134 1.3574 1.8426 2.5012 3.3952 132.8640
Regression Output:
Constant 24.7719
Std Err of Y Est 0.7445
R Squared 0.9994
No. of Observations 35.0000
Degrees of Freedom 30.0000
X Coefficient(s) 302.9336 -254.93 77.8309
182
Std Err of Coef. 50.0917 31.4196 8.4016
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APPENDIX E. ROPE USER MANUAL
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Introduction
Welcome to ROPE. With this system, you will be able to use
SPC to control a process. You will learn how setting various
tolerance limits will affect the running of a process. In this
case, the process is keeping the temperature of a house at 85x C.
The heating is done using solar energy (light); excess heat may
be stored for later use.
Use the main power switch to turn on the computer system.
Enter the command <ROPEXcr> at the Dos prompt. After a short
wait, the ROPE logo will appear (See Figure 31). You will then
be prompted for the logon information- username and password (See
Figure 32). At this level you may change your password, and
perhaps perform other functions depending on your status and
assign mode. Table E-1 and E-2 show which functions are
available to which users.
Function table
Table E-1. Function Available at the Logon Level.
NUMBER FUNCTION KEY
1 Make User List <F1>
2 Add Users <F3XF6>
3 Delete Users <F3XF8>
4 Change User Information <F3><F5>
5 Change Password <F7>
6 List Users <F2>
7 Enable Quiting of Program <F3><FI0>
8 Continue <F10>
Table E-2. Functions Available to Users of different Modes
and Status.
MODE PROGRAMMER PROFESSOR GRADUATE STUDENT
Protected N/A N/A C C
Functions
Available 5,8 5,8
Unprotected A A B D
Functions
Available 1-8 1-8 1,5,6,8 5,6,8
After passing through this level, the introduction is
displayed. The main menu then appears (see Figure 33). At this
point, you should have a data Disk in the A drive.
Help <F1>
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Pressing the F1 key at any time will give you help on the
section of the program that you are working. You can page
through all of the help file by using the arrow keys:
Home : will take you to the beginning of the help file.
End : will take you to the end of the help file.
PgUp : moves up the screen and display a screen of help text.
PgDn : moves down the screen and display a screen of help
text.
UpArrow : moves up a line.
DownArrow: moves down a line.
Statistic <F2>
This section allows you to do Bar graphs, linear regression,
pie charts and linear graphs of data from any datafile or from
the keyboard. The functions and keys are shown in Table E-3.
You will be prompted for the name of the file where your data is
stored.
Table E-3. Statistics Functions
Function Key
Pie Chart <F2>
Linear Graph (XY) <F3>
Bar Graph <F4>





This segment allows for the simultaneous calibration of the
sensors used to detect temperature of the house, solar panel,
storage liquid, and light intensity of the solar panel.
Inputting temperatures read from a thermometer makes the computer
record a corresponding voltage. The voltages are then correlated
with the temperatures. In the actual SPC process, the computer
uses the regression equation calculated from these readings.
This segment is menu driven and therefore needs very little
explanation (See Figure 34).
Editor <F4>
This editor is here incase you have to edit any files - for
example - files made by the calibration and statistic segments.
It may also be used to print text files. FIO activates the main
menu of the editor; further instructions may be found in the
Turbo Pascal Editor ToolBox by Borland International. The editor
has an on-line help under the main menu option MicroStar.
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Shell to DOS <F5>
After pressing <F5>, you may perform any DOS commands.
There are 2 levels of shelling as follows:
LEVEi. TO DOS FROM DOS
1 <F5> (from ROPE) <ROPE> (to ROPE)
2 <cr> (from Level 1) <EXIT> (to Level 1)
or <F5><cr>
Exit <F6>
This function will let you exit ROPE, however, you can only
do so by first enabling the quit mode. To enable the quit mode
you must be of the status of professor or in the unprotected
mode. By entering <F3>-<F10> in the introduction you can
activate this function.
If you are not in either of the above mode this function
will clean up the files, prompt the user to shut the system down,
and reset the program for the next user.
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BOARD
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IBM PC Data Acquisition and Control
Adapter and Software
Introduction
Personal computers have become common tool# in
business and industry ov«r the past (ew years.
These computers have begun lo be iniegrated into
workslaKons to allow more creative and productive
use of Ihem in the laboratories ot scientists and
engineers. In order to aid these users. IBM has
developed hardware and software products resulllr>g
in the IBM PC Engineering/Scientific Series. These
products allow the user to customize a PC into a
personal, versatile, productive tool that can be used
In both the laboratory and the office.
Two Hardware Products
Two products allow direct connection of IBM
Personal Computers lo instrumentation, sensors and
control signals. -
The ISM PC Data Acquisition and Control (DAC)
Adapter provides the capability lo control and
monitor processes within a sensor based system.
Also available as an option for use with the DAC
Adapter is a OAC Adapter Distribution Panel.
The General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB)Adapter
which allows access to and conlroi o< instruments
and devices lhat are compatible wilh the lEEE-486
standard.
Two Software Products
Aprogramming support product is also provided tor
the OACand GPIB Adapters to enable ellicient
application development.
The IBM PC Data Acquisition and Control Adapter
Programming Support provides an easy to use
interface lor accessing the analog and digital 1/0
onboard and expansion capabilities of ihe OAC
Adapter.
The IBM PCGeneral Purpose Interlace Bus Adapter
Programming Support provides appropriate levels ol
capability tor both primitive lunctions thai handle
GPIB activities and high level functions that
contribute to ease ofuse. The result can be a highly
elficient wort^station that can help improveaccuracy
and productivity in even complex testing or
measurement systems using the GPIB Adapter.
IBM PCDilt Aequiiiuan andConuolAd«piet andSoTlwaft
The IBM PC DAC and GPIB Adapters and their
programming support products enable engineers,
scientists and technicians lo use personal
computers Irom IBM in both process and instrument
control. The capabilities ol the adapters and the real
lime soltware coupled with the open architecture
and versatility of the line ot IBM Personal
Computers, oHer new opporiunities lor designing
workstations that can support data acquisition,
control, analysis and quality control testing activities
in the lab. the pilot plant or the lull-scale production
line. In addition lo Ihe ease of use of obtaining data
and automating the laboratory through the IBM PC
DACand GPIB Adapters, the user can utilize the
power ol ihe IBM PC lamily for data analysis and
data base management.
The remainder of this article will be dedicated to a
description of Ihe IBM PC Data Acquisition and
Control Adapter and its soltware suuport. The next
article will describe more lully Ihe IBM PC General
Purpose Interface Bus Adapter and its software
support.
IBM Data Acquisition and
Control Adapter
The engineering/scientific workstation can use Ihe
IBM PC OAC Adapter to interface the digital
computer with analog laboratory testing and process
control equipment. Using a single adapter and
appropriate soltware enables the IBM PC lo monitor
and control analog and discrete signals. Four DAC '
Adapters can be used with a single IBM Personal
Computer.
Data is acquired and processes controlled by the
OAC Adapter which integrates analog, binary and
lime/counter devices on a single adapter card, which
plugs into any full length slot in an IRM PC AT.18M
PC XT. IBM PC or IBM Portable PC. Gunerally, the
information being read by the computer is analog in
nature. In order for the computer to be able lo
process this inlormation it must first be translated
into digital data. This is the lunct'on of ihe analog-lo*
digital (A/D) converter. The digital-to-analog (D/A)
converter and binary I/O devices allow the user to
control the operation of any process.
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°'«"-'-To-Ana.og
d.g..at values. The .hr„„.ec.abl. range,','
-5.o+5volts/-ioio +10voH./Ofo+10vot.s
subsysterr or ar>a.og out
Binary Input/Output
Tim«r/Count«r Oevica
The 8253-5 timer/counJer dcvfce which can h.
programmed tncludes Ihre- ift k .T f ®
iHa:~H£:=rF
u»«d as a countdown timer, --wunw^is
Addflicnal Features
Admion.1 UM, lealure, ol Ih, DAC Aoaoler incw.:
• Asyteffl reference voltage.
• S^.on7n7oT"'^ "" installation
sigr,aHeve,s o(1/0
• UP .0 tour IBM DACAdaoier, in asystem.
imer?ac^ e"Mns.on bus
conntt«« J "a"S'Mor>
Sth ISS ' '"" ' ®-'"' P»'aile. datapam and address.ng for up to 253 e«soan»ion
IBM PC 0.W c««fol Ad.p.„ ^
IBM PC DAC Adapter tntertece Specification.
ISM ?C ?/S7h """«s
R«rerence ManuaTs'p
Analog InputCharacterltMca
• Resolution is J2 bils
• Inout channets: 4 diMereritial
• 0.g.tal coding: unipolar: binary: offset bina,*
• Safe input voltage* +/— 30 vmi*
voltage (power on or ^ """""om mpui
• S',"'""''•"•">
•
(S'Onai Within common mode range}
• Differential linearity error: +/- lsb maximum
• Unipolar offset error: adjustable to zero
• Unipolar offsetsisbilitv- 4/- 9a
FSR maximum 24ppm/degree Cof
• Bipolar offset error: adjustable to zero
• Input resistance: lOO megohms minimum
• Input caoacilance: 200otcofarart« ma. _
-as.,.. °r r/,
• tnput l«akag« current: +/- 300 nanoampa
maximum
• Seltlirrg lime: channel acquisillon- 20
microseconds maximum lo within-4-/- 0.1% ol
(he inout value
• Conversion lime: 35 microseconds maximum
• Throughpul lo memory; 1S.OOO conversion/
second minimum
• A/0 CE inoul impedance: one LS TTL load plus
10 kilohm oull-up resistor
• A/D CO lanout: 10 LS TTL loads or 2 standard
TTL loads
Analog Output Characteristics
• Resolution: 12 bits
• Output channels: 2
• Output ranges: switch selectable: 0 to 10 volts




• Output load current: +/— 5 milliamps minimum
• Output load caoacitance: 0.5 microfarads
maximum lor stability
• Output protection; protected for short to
common
• Output impedance; 2 ohms maximum at
distribution panel connector
e Oifferentiallinearily error;+/- 1/2 LSB
maximum, guaranleed monotonic
• Gainerror; +/— 0.1 %maximum between rat>ges;
any range adtusiable lo zero
• Gain stability: +/~ 35 ppm/degree C of FSR
maximum
• Unipolar oflset error +/- 3.25 millivolts
maximum
• UnipolaroOset stability: -f/- 8 ppm/degree C of
FSR maximum
• Bipolar offset error adjustable to zero
IBMPCD(ii Aequutiion andControl Adapter andSoAvin
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• Bipolar offset stability: 24 ppm/degree C of
FSR maximum
• Power supply relection: +/- 1/2 LSB maximum
change in lull-scale calibration
• Throughput from memory: 25.000 conversions/
second maximum
• Dynamic characteristics for a +/- 10 voUstep
with less than +/~ 5 mllliamps and less than
1000 picofarad load
• Oversnool: +/— 1% of FSR maximum
• Settling lime: 10 microseconds maximum to
within +/-0.1 % FSR
Binary Input 810 Through BI15
• Input impedance: one LS TTL load plus 10
kilohm pull-up resistor
• Throughput to memory; 25.000 operations/
second minimum
Bl Hold
• Input impedance: two LS TTL loads plus one tO
Kilohm pull-up resistor
Bl STROBE
• Inpul impedance; one LS TTL load plus one 10
kitohm pull-up resistor
at CTS
• Fanout 10 LS TTL loads or 2 standard TTL loads
Binary Output BOOThrough B015
• Fanout: 28 LS TTL loads or 7 standard TTLloads
• Throughput frommemory; 25,000 operations/
second minimum
BO GATE
• tnpul impedance: two LS TTL loads plus one 10
kilohm pull-up resistor
BO CTS
• Input impedance: one LS TTLload plus 10
kilohm pull-up resistor
BO STROBE
• Fanout: 10 LS TTL loads or 2 standard TTL loads
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32-81t Timer Oev<e« (Countars Oand1)
COUNTER 0
• CLK0 Frequency: 1.023 MHz
RATE OUT
• Fanout; 10LS TTL loads or2 standard Toads
COUNTER 1 DELAY OUT
• Fanout: 10 LS TTL loads or2standard TTL loads
16-Bit Counter Device
COUNTIN
• Input impedance: one LS TTL load plus 10
kilohmpull-up resi.stor
• Input frequency: DC -2 MHz {50% duty cyclel
COUNT OUT
• Fanout: 10LS TTL loads or2standard TTL loads
IBM PCDAC AdapterDistribution Panel
• Optional accessory (or easy accesstoI/O
Signals, voltages andground ol theadapter
• Printed circuit Board contains 4barrier-type'
screw terminal strips tor a total of 88
terminations
• Permanently attached shielded flat cable with
oO-pin connector
• Cable and board assembly arehoused in ametal
enclosure wuh a slot lor easyentry andexit of
user cabling
• Meets FCCClass Brequirements
Diagnostics
Adiagnostic program to test the runclionalily and
'' provided w.ih eacftPC DAC Adapter. The diagnostic requires awrap
connector which is provided witt) the adapter.
Power Requirements
• +5 volts +/- 5% ataooroximatety 1amp typical
<1.5 amps maximum)
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SystemReference Voltage
• Output voltage: +10 volts
• Accuracy: +/- i .2%
• Output load current: +/- 2milliamps maximum
• Output load capacitance: 0.5microfarads
maximum at stability
• Output protection: protected lorshort to
common




• Height: 99.1mm (3.9ln.)
Operating Environment
• '^ ^Pe^slure: + 15.6 to 32.2 C{+60 to"^90 r)
• Relative humidity: 8 to60%(non-condensing)
• A"»ode:2ia7m(7000lt.)ma*imom
Setting Interrupt*
Interrupts can besetvia dips switches on theDAC
Adapter. You have Ihe ability lo select interrupt
request levels lflQ3 through JR07.
Requirements
The IBM PC DAC Adapter may beused wuh an IBM
PC XT.ihe IBM PC orthe IBM Ponable PC. The IBM DAC Adapter
Programming Support requires Ihe IBM 0>sK






The IBM PC DAC Adaolef Progfamming SuDOOrt
provides an easy-to-use interlace lor accessing ifie
ontsoard and expansion analog and digital I/O
capabilities of the adapter. The support operates
under the IBM Disk Operaling System (DOS) 2.00 or
higher, and provides a device driver enabling the
user of IBM PCs to conligure Ihe wofKstalion. For
development, there are sample programs in
Interpretive BASICA, Compiled BASIC. Lattice C,
FOFITflAN 2.0 and IBM Prolessional FORTRAN.
Included are many useful programming support
features through the use o' function calls. Entire
arrays of dala that are input or output can be
accomplished by one function call. Such functions
are provided lor analog input/outpul. binary inpul/
output and for counter input. There are scanning
functions that can scan a range of analog input
channels, sampling (unctions that can be specified in
samples per second, and lull support of the
expansion capablllltes of the adapter. Examples in
each of the supported languages for each of the
functions are available In the DAC Adapter
Programming Support manual.
Function*
When programming, three types ol functions can be
used:
• Input Functions collect input data and move it to
memory
• Output Functions move data from memory to an
external device
• UlililyFunclions control counlers/timers and
program execution
The software performs these functions according to
rate or Irequency. These functions may be funher
classified into:
• SIMPLE FUNCTIONS. Also called qon-
Interactive functions. These execute only once.
• MULTIPLE FUNCTIONS- These iterative
functions execute according to the number of
times specified by a count argument in Ihe
tunction. A rale argument governs the rale of
execution.
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SCANNING FUNCTIONS. Scans are sets ol
single Inputs coiie«.led from a range ol
consecutively numbered channels. These
samples are taken as dose together as the
device allows.
Function Name*
Function names reflect the function type and Ihe
device involved. The first letter signifies the type of
device;
• A analog device
• 8 binary device
« BIT a binary function that works with only a
single bit ol a binary worrl
• C counter device
The next two letters indicate the input output:
• IN Input function
• OU Output function
The last letters show the rale types:
• S simple function
• M mulllple function
• SC scanning inslructiort
Analog - Binary - Counters - Delay Functions
The analog I/O functions are:
• AINM Analog Input Multiple. Inputs values from
the adapter, device and channel al Ihe specified
rate.
• AINS Analog Input Simple. Inputs a single value
from Ihe adapter, device and channel.
• AINSC Analog Inpul Scan. Input values from
multiple channels on the input device at Ihe rate
specified.
• AOUM Analog Oulput Mulltple. Outputs a range
of variables to the adapter, device and channel
at Ihe rale specified.
• AOUS Analog Oulpul Simple. Outputs a single
variable to the adapter, device and channel.
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The Binary I/O Functions are:
• BINM Binary Mullioie. fnouts selected
stales of the binary input word at the rate
soecified.
• BINS Binary Inoul Simple. Inputs a single binary
word from the adapier and device.
• BITINS Binary Input Bit Simple. Inputs the state
of • bit In the binary input word.
• BITOUS Binary Bit Output Simple. Outputs the
state ol a bit m the binary outpul word.
• BOUM Binary Output Multiple. Outputs selected
binary state variables at the rate specilied.
• BOUS Binary Output Simple. Outputs the
contents ol the data variable as a binary word.
The Counter Functions are:
• C'NM Counler Input Mulliple. Reads counter
values from the adapter al Ihe rale specified.
• CINS Counterlnpul Simple. Reads Ihe adapter
counler value.
• CSET Counter Set. Initializes the adapter
counter.
The Delay Functions is:
• DELAY Delay execution. Delay application
program execution.
Performance
The user can extend device driver performance
through Ihe use of ihe extended execution mode










IBM PC Dais AcquiiituM and Coniroi AJapier anj Software
Configuration RequlremenU
The minimum conliguration allowed Includes:
Machine Requiremenis
• An IBM PC with a minimum of 64 KB of memory
(BASIC. C, FORTRAN compilers require
addilonal)
• At least one 320 KB diskelle drive
• An IBM momlor
• The DAC Adpater
• Any cables necessary to connect Ihe adapter to
the device it is to inlerface.
Programming Requiremenis
• IBM PC Disk Operating System. Version 2.00 or
later
• ISM PC DAC Adapter Programming Support
• Any of the following optional languages:
IBM PC BASICA Interpreter
IBM PC BASIC Compiler
IBM FORTRAN Compiler Version 2.00
IBM PC Prolessional FORTRAN Compiler
C Lallice Compiler Version 2.0
Adapter Dependent Information
The adapter switches are set to give ihe computer
and software the following values:
• Interrupt level
• Adapter number
• Analog input and output ranges.
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Setting interrupts
Uplike some Personal CofnDul«r oerioherals. the
DAC Adaoter and Programmirg SuPDon uses a
shared interrupt system. While you can use vectored
and shared interruol devices in Ihe same system, no
vectored mierruot can have the same pfioruy as lhat
of the adaoter. The adapter can use Interrupt reauest
levels IP03 through IR07.
Assigning adapler numbers
Each adapter has a number that idenlilies it to the
system. This is the adaoter number,This number Is
included in Ihe argument list of any lunclion call thai
uses the adapter. Before installing Ihe adaoter. set
the switches to assign the number (0-3).
Setting analog ranges
Adapter switches govern the voltage range oi the
analog input and analog output devices. To
accurately compute analog I/O values, you must
know the (ull-scale range o<your analog I/O
hardware. These ranges are:
-S to 5 volts
-to to to volts
-0 to 10 volts
BASIC Sample Program
The (oltowing paragrachs contain the sample
program description and the Interpretive BASICA
code to demonstrate the programming ol selected
I/O function calls supported by the DAC Adapter
Programming Support sollware. Each section ot Ihe
BASIC sample program illustrates Ihe use ol one
analog I/O function. The program begins with a
header and concludes with bnel error-handlmg and
data-plotting routines. The header executes lirst.The
program pauses, displaying a prompt until you press
the Enter key. Then Section t runs. Sections 2
through 5 work in the Same way.
Requirements
The BASIC sample program requires Ihe
lollowing:
• Analog input and analog output ranges set to -5
to +5 volts
• I/O address for Ihe adapter set to 0
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• Color monitor lor Sections 4 and 5
• Test circuit
• Distribution Panel.
Wiring the Teat Circuit
The sample program requires a lest circuit. You use
this to run the sample program without connections
to external devices. The circuit provides analog
input signals which Itderives from internal voHages
on the adapter it also allows you lo see, by varying
(he intensity of an LED. Ihe effect ol changing
analog output voltage.
The lest circuit components reQUired are:
e A too K ohm potentiometer,
• Aslandard Light Emitting Diode (LED)with a 10
K ohm resistor ballast,
a Three dip leads,
• 24 inches ol 17 gauge insulated, stranded wire.
Use this wire to make six 4-inch jumpers,
stripped 1/2-inch at each end.
Wire the test circuit to the DAC Adapter Distribution











The BASICA program requires a header supplied on
Ihe DAC Adapter Programming Support Distributic-n
Diskette. This header is a pre-writlen section of
BASICA code. It must appear at ihe beginning ol
each program. The header code is not included m
the sample program listing.
After the header executes, every DAC Adapter
software function is accessible as a real variable.
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Qlobai Variabl«i
The samole program sections use global variables
ot iheif own. You must initialize them as shown here;
120 WVIt'O
140 'use «>< ftotrd 1/0 divicf
ISOOCVICH-?
IH 'ifld Otflcnsion a 640-soint arriy
t'O 'tfl bt us«d in ««(tians 3.4. andS
110OIHRAHUru ((J9)
For ihe purposes ol these sampfes, assign address
0 to the adapter.
All ol the sample program sections deal with the on
board analog I/O device. Because oi this, the
programs set 0EViCE%=9. They also DlMensior> an
integer array lhat will hold 640 data points. The
number 640 is somewhat arbitrary. The simple data
plotting routine used by several of (he samples has
a 640-ooinl hofizonial resolution.In actual practice,
you will probably need to dimension all types o'
arrays at vanoun points in Ihe program To provide a
fitear sample, these programs use a single array,
named RAWOATA%. This array stores all data read
and written by multiple analog I/O functions (AINIwl.
AINSC. andAOUM).
Section 1: ASimple Analog Output from Two
Channels
Thissection uses the functionAGUS (Analog Output
Simple) to:
• output voltages ot -i-s Volts to analog output
channel 1
• output -5 Volts io artalog output channel 0.
These voltagesserve as the source of the analog
signals lhat are used in the subsequent sections.
Thefirst step is to assign valueslor the remaining
arguments ol AOUS (AOAPT"*, and DEVICE«b.
remember, have been assigned already).
1070 cmt • 0





The first call to AOUS sets ihe output voltage at 0/A
channel 0 JLOCHAN*) to -5 Volts (LOVOLT%).
IBM PCOtia Aequiwiion andConirol Adapter »nd SoAwirc
1140 CAU AOUS («DAPrS. DCV1C». lOCMNt.
emit, Lovoirt, juti)
Note: You must set CTRL% (Ihe expansion
device control argument) to 0 when accessing
Iho on-board devices.
Following this call (and all calls to (he adapter)
lunciions take the time to execute a test and
conditional jump to a brief error-handling routine.
The program sets the execution status variable
(STAT''<)| to 0 before each call.immediately after each
call. It tests STAT%. II STAT% is non-zero, it then
sets Ihe variable LNUM»b eaual fo the line number in
which the error occurred. The error handler then
comes into play, as shown below:
1160 If SUTt O 0 IH(NIKUn • 1140 COIO 6000
The error handler lool(S like this;
(000 '•••••• trror haodltr ttgms li«r* •
6010 '
60?0 '«n errsr, frint wtsatt. nuaBcr. and tiK
6030 PRtllt'Uecutien Crrtr f'.StAtS; *in|in«
nvaftcr LNUKX
6040 PRINT *Pro|r*i Itrainatcd*
60» CM
Ifan error occurs, the line and error numbers print,
enabling you to determine from the status code what
went wrong.
The program then continues, setting 0/A channel I
(HICHAN"*) lo +5 Volts (HtVOUTIb).
UIOCAU AOUS (AOATts. oevtai. hicxami. cTin.i.
Mimrt. sTATi)
After testing STAT% again. Ihe program prints a
rnessage on the screen and waits for you to press
the Enter key.
I?30 FRINI 'Output valtagfs set '
l?40 Mint "O/A0 liramil ij —5
1250Mint 'O/A I ttrainal is +5
l?6D •
I2f0 '
1710 JRPUt -PStSS flirw to WH SeCTIO# 2* CJ
1290 CIS
uoo •
When you press Ihe Enter key. the screen clears and
Section 2 begins.
section 2t ASimpl*AnalogInput from • SingI*
Chartnal
Sectfon2 uses AiNS (Analog inputSimpiel in a loop
to co«l'r»uoustv read channel \ ot ine on-board
analoginputdeviceofadapter 0. Channel 1
connectsthrough Ihepoienliometer lo+/- 5 voUs.
Bytwistingthe r hall ol the poienliometer. you can
modulate the amount ol the +5 volt signal thai
reaches analog input channel 1.
Asin the section ^, ihe tifst step is lo assign values
lor the arguments ol the function.
20«0 CHUnat - I
2070 CTSU-0
2010 SIMS • 9
Note: Economicat pfogrnmrning standards
probably dictate a simplereuse oi the variable
HICHAN* lor Ihe channel number argument.
However. Ihe program e*plicitly re-specilies a
CHANNEL* variable here: ihis emphasizes ihal
ail variables used by the CALL statement must
be assigned belore the program performs Ihe
call.
The actual sampling lakes place under the control ol
a WHILE...WEND structure. This takes a sample,
displays it as a voltage, and checks lor a halt request
trom the keyboard. As long as no key has been




2J2fl ftWI •?>•«»M* to stB* jwlmi-*
2J30WH.CH«.I$."
2U0 '|«t I saaplt
2150 CAIL *I»S (*0*fU, OfVKtX. CMMNtl*. CTflU.
VS. STATS)
21M 'il s(*tus MK itr*. sft liflt intf |t
to error Hantfltr
2170 ir SKII o 0 IH(R INUK 2150 COtO 6000
2180 'convirt raw A/0 vilirt to *oUs
2190V0US-W/*M 8-5





2250 niKT USING'Channil I input
«au*|t u 11.11: VOITS
22S0 LOCATE (.2',0
2270 tfst lor Htit reoMSt
22S0MU{« IHX[y{
2290 WEW
IBMPC D«« AequUiUM fti Coairot Aitopttr tnd Softwm
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The conversron-to-volls equation in line 2190
converts the 12-bitvalues (in the range 0 lo 4095)
relumed by the analog input device. II becomes a
representation ol input voltage in Ihe range
+/- 5 Volts. If the analog input system were
conligured to a dlllefent range, you would have to
change this eouation accordingly.
The general lorm ol this equation is:
VOITACC* ((COOC •HANCC/2n)- OFFSET)
where
• CODE IS Ihe raw A/D value.
• RANGE IS Ihe A/D.
e Reference voltage span is in volts.
e n Is the number ol bits ol resolution ol the A/D
converter (exponent ol 2).
• OPFSET is the negative oUset o' the A/Drange.A
0 10 TOV range, tor example, uses the equation
VOLTS= V%/409.6 (Ihere is no negative olfsel).
Similarly,ifyou were using an expansion device
01diferent resolution, you would have 10change
n to reflect the resolution ol thai device.
During execution ol this programsection you turn
the shall of the poienliometer from one slop to ihe
nexl, varing Ihe tractionol Ihe +/-5V signalsupplied
to analog input channel 1. The changing voltage is
displayed on Ihe screen.
Section 3: Multiple Analog Inputs From • Single
Channel
This program uses AINM lo input 640 analog values
Inio a one-dimensional array. Unlike Ihe single-
sample (AINS) loop used inSection 2. AINM acquires
signals at precisely-timedintervals. Since the input
signal measured (the voltage modulated by the pot)
does not flucluaie very rapidly, you can use a slow
samplingrale of 200 samples-per-second. The first
lines ol this program assign values lo the arguments
of AINMRemember, the program has already
DlMensioned the RAWDATA* array to include 640
elements.
lOtO CHAflNELI • I
JO'O ClRLS-0
]0S0 MODES • 0





tn this program. COUNT and PATE are real, rather
than integer, variables. They ara the only non-
integer variables 'or arguments to the functions.
The variable COUNT must not exceed the amount of
storage available in the target array. AINIvl acquires
couril samole, so a statement of the form:
OINARlUn (CINMT - {)
allocates the correct number ol array elements.
Often, timed sampling o( this sort works in
confunction with a triggering structure. Otherwme,
you run a risK that the (unction wilt samole while no
data 19being generated. In this examoie, Pressing
the Enter Key triggers the (unction.
}|70 iNfUl EMIER [9 6e|lfl l«aoling.', CS
3110 'beep jntf grint 'sjivl ing' itssjie. tliifl ds IINH
J190 a!tP CIS
j;00 P^INT 'Swlint anil«t msut chanAtt 1. *
J2I0 CAu *iNn (•oM'rs. otvias. chmiox. CTRt.t,
NOCKS, SrOK. count. ll*rE. R^UOtTAttO). STAtt)
When the sampling is started the shaft of the
potentiometer back and lorth to vary the input
signal. Once the program collects 640 data points, i<
jumps to a graphing routine. The routine plots the
data, then waits for you to press Enter before moving
to the next section.
J240 '
}250 'cien poinu m DMtMfAt
32M COSUB lOOOO
«?0 •
Section 4; An Analog Input Scan of Multiple
Channela
Section 4 uses the (unction Alh4SC (Analog Input
Scan) to input 320 analog values Irom each o( two
channels into a two-dimensional array. This section
is in most respects identical to Section 3. It lirst
executes a bnel subroutine (hat outputs a binary low
voltage (around 0 volts) to analog input channel 0.
This simply provides a second data value for the
scan to record if connected to analog input channel
0, it "Moats" to an unpredictable value. By driving it
low with a binary output, you guarantee that it
returns a constant value near 0 volts.
A simple GOSUB statement in line 4050 iumps lo the
following subroutine.
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70«0 MIVICES > I
70S0 'uif l)it I
7060 sits •<
70)0 'se( tit output low
;oio lot • 0
7019 sttrt • (
7100 CALL sitotis (AOAfn. mvKU. hit. in, stats)
7110 \t SfAtS o Q fKEN LNUn • 7037 CQIQ 6000
7120 BCIURN
This subroutine sets up (he required arguments for
BITOUS (binary Bit Output Simple): it sets the value
of bit 8 to 0. Note (hat you musi use a dilferent
vnriaole name, as well as a diftoront numoer, to
specify the device. Simply re-assigning OEVICE^.
causes subsequent analog i^O calls lo attempt to
access device 8. This condition results in an error
indication being returned in the status variable.
Next, the program assigns values lo the arguments
of AINSC. Note lhat there are two channel
arguments; CL9b. specifying the low channel (the first
channel in the scan) and CH^. specifying the high
channel (the last channel in the scan). For each scan
specified by the COUNT. AINSC inputs a sample
Irom every channel in the range CL% to CH%,.
starting with CL% and ending after CH%. In this
case, each scan consists of an input from channel 0
followed by an input Irom channel 1.
<010 Clt • 0




Since each scan can acquire multiple samples. t>e
sure to reserve enough array space lor the data by a
scanning input (unction such as AINSC. When
DiMensioning arrays filled from scans, you may wish
to use a statement of Ihe type;
(COUHfttCH -CU+U)
In the case ol this section, you'll find It most
convenient to simply reduce (he count.




This section uses a triggering structure identical to
the one used m Section 3. The only difference is in
the data acquisition function itself
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4210 imn *rr(S} EKEIto b(|in K«n.'. M
t2M '»«(! an*priAt '(c«nninf *HSta|t. then
4» nine
moKif- as
tJiO P»I«T *S«miin| imloi ir»h(s 0 ifl4 1. .*
4:so Mil AtJisc («wi*. Mvicti, cu, cw, crnt.
wmi. sion. c^i. R«tc iwAAtAxo], stais)
As In Section 3. oress £f<tef and turn Ihe shafi of Ihe
poteniiomeler. After AINSC has tnoul 320 scans, the






Saetlon S: Multiple Analog Outputs From a
Single Channel
The final section uses Ihe lunclion AOUM {Analog
Ouipul Multiple^to reverse the data acgutsition
process. This cutouts the conienis of ar> array
(RAWDATA%), via 0/Achannel t. as a varying
voltage —an analog signal When you run ihis
section, the contents ol RAWOATA* are ouiout to
analog output channel 0. The LEO. connected Irom
0/AChannel 0 to analogground (AGNOJ, glows with
a varying intensityas Ihe outputvoltagechanges.
The arguments of AOUM tirsi assume these values;
SO'O CKMRCU • I
ioucrin.i*o





Now print a message and call AOUM.
SItO PUm *Oitt(yltin; icQuirtt in Sectioa4 •
SI70'
SlIO '«n4 do aoim
5190 WU «WR (AOAPtt. Olvictl,CTMWLl. CTRU.
iwou. $ro«. coum. «»rt. mhdiiiu(O). stmx)
BASIC Example Program Listing
I ' MIOC***-BASIC Eneglf fre|rie ler the
j ' l>"0*t4*(Buuieief)An«C«ntr«( Admer
100 'iRttitliic |lob*l variMlts uittf in >l| sectieni
110 idiitcr nwMtr 0
120 AOAflS«0
140 'use OR toirtf inilo| I/Odivicf
ISO 0(V]CU>1
IBM PC Dmo Ac^uiiHim and Convel Adtpicr and Seft»af*
ItO 'tnd OlRtflSiM a (40 Mint trrty
I'B 't» ft* ul*d in },4. i«4 i
110 DINRAUOAIAt (Of)
190 '
?00 ' <l«*r tnr tcrttn «ndryo thi l|r$l stetIM
210 CIS
2IS nfTOfF
220 INWt •WSSldltll tORWStCIION f CJ
300 '
lOOO St((iOA I
1010 'this rotitiftt tfli intlti outputcNaitnel 11
1020 'Is -l-jVolts 11)4 inaloi eulwi chmnrlm
1038 'to -5 irolti
1010 '
IQSO '*ssi(n valvrt l« tnr iriuwnts «l AOUS







IIJO 'srl vDlt*|( to-S »t clifmel 0
11(0 CAU AOUS (AOAPIt, lOCHA/lt. Ct«lJ,
lOVOllS. SIAtt)
IISO 'll status nsfl ttr*. lit Imt and f« to (rrorlur»«|(r
I ISO ir sTAiio 0 laun • imo coto sooo
lUO lot voltaif t» at {hannel I
1110 CAU AOUS (AOAPIt. OtVJCU. HICHAM. CtRlt
HIVOITI. StAll)
1190 '!( statvs noA trro. set Imt and p to trror hintfifr
1200 If siAis o 0 INCH inrnt • i no coto sooo
1210 -
1220 'print Mssaie
1230 ^NIRT 'Outost voltafcs stl *
1210 rtlNT 'O/A 0 ttrnmal it "S *«Ul*
I2S0 'lllll •6/A I t«rBin«| is +S Volts*
12S0 -
i2;o •




2010 "tliiS rowtint continuously inptits and
2020 'tfisplavi as«voltatt trit jnti»( «iiu(
2030 'fro* cftannfl I ol the en-boarddoict
2040 '




2090 ' then{(t up lor the leap
2100 HAltJ . ••
2110 LOCilE 2S.I
2120 PRIMt 'Pressany ker to stepSM|lin( '
2130 WHllC HAits«»
2140 fet * laaole
2IS0 CAll AIRS (AOAPII. OfVICtt, EKAJII|£IJ. CJ«IJ
n. sTAiij
2IM 'if status non lero, set line a<i« |o to error handler
2U0 It SIAtl o 0 IKEM \.mm • 2150 coto (000
199
2110 'eanv«f( r«w A/0 vjiuc ts volU
2190 voirs Vt/<09 S-S





22S0 PIIIHT USINC 'Ctianiicl 1 input
«aICa|« IS If It', vOLfS
2260 lOCATe'.27.0





2320 mnjr-msscNttii fo HUB sect ion j* a
2330 CLS
2340 •
3000 ••••••••••• Seetiofl 3
3010 'this preirM takes SaO saaglts Iroa
3020 'clianncl 1el (heon-Mirtf inalof ingut device
3030 'ifttfsteres the« in aene-diMHional trrty
30«0 •
30S0 'assign values to the ariuwnts a( tINil
3060 CHMfltU* I
3970 CTRIS*0







JIM 'set us a striKture mat allowsthe user to
3U0 ' start sanpl in| »y prtssmi theEUtlR key
3170 MPUr "Press CHER t« befins*«plifl|.CS
3IM 'teeo and print 'saeoliftf' aeisage. thendoAIWI
3190 BUP CIS
3200 MIST 'Sapeling analo| mout channel I. *
3210 cut AIM (wiptt. ot»i«t. WMntii. emit,
Koo({. sron. couni, mh. R*wo*r«i(0). srntti
3220 'il status non rero, set line jntf ft to error handler
3230 IFSTATS o 0 rHCN INUNS • 3210 GOTO SOOO
32<0 '






3310 INPUT •rotSSENTW TO RtinstcriDm* C1




'000 Section 4 •••••
<010 'this routine takes 90 sangles eacti Iroa
>070 'channels0 and I ol the analog inoutdevice
'030 'ind stores theain a tvo diaensienal array
•0*0 'Start br drimng ani|g| input 0 lo«
40S0 cosue 7000
IBM rc Oiia Acquiiilien and Cuniiol Adapter ind SuAoMe
4060 '
'070 'assign talues to the arguaents tl aiNSC
4080 CLt'O




4130 'note that the count aust Se 320. nther than 840,
<140 'since each scan aeouires two saaptes




4190 'set ue a structure that al Inwi the user to
'200 'start saaeling by pressing the£Nt£R kty
4210 INMJI "Press EicrtR to begin scan.", Al
4220 'beepand print 'scannmi* aessage. thendoA18SC
4230 BEEP CIS
4240 PRINT "Scanning analog input! 0 and I .
42M CAUAJNSC (AOAPIJ. OEVICEJ. CIX, Ctt. Cmii.
hOOCS. STOn. COURI, RAIE, RAWDATAJtO). STATS)
•260 'il status non iero. sel I ineand go to error handler











This eiaaole outputs the contents of
RAWOATAS to the analogoutput channelII
An lEO connected Iron channel 1 to channel 0







S060 'assign values to Che arguaents«l AOUM
S07a CHMNEIS < 0
5080 CIRLS'O
9093 KOOES •
SlOO STOn • 0
II10 COUNI >(40




9160 PRIilT 'Outputtingdata acquired in Section I •
9170 •
SI80 'and do AOtffl
5190 CAIL AOUH (ADAPTS. OEVKES, CMflNElS, CTRIS.
WOES, STOW, COUNT, R*T£, BAMDAfAKO). STAIS)
S200 'if status non zero, set line and go to error handler
9210 If STAIS o 0 THEN INURl • 5190 . (QtO 6000
9220 LOCATE 10.1.0






SOM (rrer hindlir bctxii hcrt •••••••
»010 '
60n '«n trp«r, snnt Misice. error nvibcr, ind iiit
UJO MINT '(lecutlofl Irrtf I ';STAIS: *ln itnt
numr •; imjHI
SO'O 'BI«T "Proirit Itrsinatc4*
MSO (NO
61(H) '
'DOO Binaryoutput lubroutin* «c|ifl$ herf ••••••••
7010 'Set upIt drive analoi input0 levusift| BITOUS
>020 'ifiitiilite variablM
'030 'use binary dtvue I
7040 BKVICCt-t
70S0 'vie bit I
7060 8ltl>|
7070 'set bit output In
7080 LO-0
7090 STATS • 0
7100 C*USIIOUS .iOiWIt. BOEVja*. BIT*. lOX, STATX)
7I0S 'il status non-2«ro. set line tnd (o to error Handler
7110 If STAISo 0 THER INUNt• 7037 COlO 8000
7U0 RETUm
SOOO '
MOO • •*••••••• ?lBttii»| llpuline begins h*r»
9991 -
iOOOO ' Ami: SimOI
10010 •




























Ar|uMflts. KRCtHt • mobcr ol paints to plot
<UWMTAX( ) • «rr}y tp be plottttf
At tects. Fhe screen is lei t in ootf* 2 Hi
variables endin| in CRF art rfstrvcd.
* This subroutine plots the eleoents of tht array
' R*V0AtAX( I tn a color display The elenents arc
' windouttf to tht ran|e Sptcil jed by nxVAL Ulf and
NlNVAl CRT. THtflu«ber of pointi plotted oust bt
' passed as an arfrvnent in tht variable tCNCTHt
' The screen clears upan each <iccvlion ol SIHPlOf.
MAlVAl CRT • 4095 ' atiiaua value to b( plotted
KhCnit'SaO




HIROOU (0. NlNVAl.CRF) ' (UNCTHS- I. RAIVAl.Cltr)
FOR 1 GRFS. 0 TOlCMGItfS - t




APPENDIX G. PROJECT BILL OF MATERIALS
202








12-quart plastic bottle 15.00
ethylene glvcol fluid (1gallon) 5.00
tygon tubing (20 yards, 1/4" ED) 5.00
piece of board (14" X 20" X 1/2") 1.00
screws, wires, and clamps 3.00
Heat storage unit
36 quart Igloopicnic cooler 15.00
5 bricks 2.00
Copper/Aluminum heat exchanger (see Figure 5) 20.00
Cooling system
12yards 1/2" id Copper tubing 5.00




Styrofoam (36" X 36" X 3/4") 1.00
Copper/Aluminum heat exchanger (see Figure 2) 20.00
corking 1.00









3 transformers (18 VAC) 15.00
2 2200uF capacitators 4^0
switch 2.00
2 full-wave bridges 1.00
15V regulator 3.00
112V regulator 3.00
wires as needed 0.00
Interface box
6 5V relays 18.00
6 optoisolators 6.00
1 8055 amplifier chip (ECG 2021) 3.00





3 ribbon cables with a 16 pin end 9.00
2 LEDs 0.25




4 thermometers (for calibration only) 20.00
